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Abstract
In this thesis we develop some advances in the method of finite spheres which is a truly
meshless numerical technique for the solution of boundary value problems on geomet-
rically complex domains. We present the development of a preprocessor for the auto-
generation of finite spheres on two-dimensional computational domains. The techniques
enable to determine the radii of the spheres as well as to detect the boundary of the analysis
domain. The numerical integration for the calculation of stiffness matrices is expensive.
However, by utilizing the compact support characteristic it is possible to transform the in-
tegral equations into more efficient expressions. The improved equations reduce the effort
of integration because for most terms, only line integrations are used. We also propose a
new coupling scheme to couple finite element discretizations with finite spheres. The idea
is that we can use finite elements and finite spheres simultaneously to utilize their mutual
advantages. Hence, we can employ finite spheres only in areas where their use is efficient.
In addition, we propose an enriching scheme which makes it possible to superpose spheres
on conventional finite element topologies to reach a higher order of convergence in the
numerical solution of problems.
Thesis Supervisor: Klaus-Jirgen Bathe
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Frequently we need to analyze models subjected to continuous changes in the geometry
such as large deformations in fluid structure interaction and crack propagation problem. To
avoid large element distortions and collapse of elements and obtain accurate results, we
need to remesh the model many times, and this calculation is cumbersome and expensive.
Meshless techniques have advantages since sophisticated adaptive mesh generations are
not needed.
Over the past eight years a variety of meshless techniques [2] have been developed such
as the smoothed particle hydrodynamics method [3], the diffuse element method [4], the
element free Galerkin (EFG) method [5], the reproducing kernel particle method [6], the
partition of unity finite element method (PUFEM) [7], the hp-clouds method [8, 9], the
finite point method, the local boundary integral equation method [10], the meshless local
Petrov-Galerkin (MLPG) method [11], and the particle partition of unity method [12]. The
23
Method
Method of finite spheres [13]
Diffuse element method [4]
Element Free Galerkin Method [5]
Meshless local Petrov-Galerkin method [11]
Finite point method [14]
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics [3]
Reproducing kernel particle method [6]
hp-clouds method [8,9]
Partition of unity FEM [7]
Particle partition of unity [12]
System Equation
Weak form
Weak form
Weak form
Weak form
Strong form
Strong form
Strong form
Weak form
Weak form
Weak form
Approximation
Partition of unity
MLS approximation
MLS approximation
MLS approximation
Finite difference
Integral representation
Integral representation
MLS approximation
Partition of unity
Partition of unity
Table 1.1: Various meshless methods which have been developed and the formulation prin-
ciples are listed. MLS means that moving least square method.
names of meshless techniques and each basic principle used for the formulation are listed
in Table 1.1.
On the other hand, we can also classify these techniques considering how to construct
the shape functions into three major categories:
1. Finite integral representation methods:
(a) Smoothed particle hydrodynamic (SPH) method
(b) Reproducing kernel particle method (RKPM)
2. Finite series representation methods:
(a) Partition of unity method (PU)
(b) Moving least squares methods (MLS)
24
3. Finite differential representation methods:
(a) Finite difference method
(b) Finite point method
In the finite integral representation method, the unknown function is represented in a local
domain via an integral form as
f (x) = f ()W(x - )d, (1.1)
where W( ) is a kernel or smoothing function. Finite series representation methods are
well developed in FEM, and also applicable to meshless techniques. The function is defined
as
f(x) = ao + aipi(x) + a2P2 (x) + a3P3(x) + - - - (1.2)
where pi (x) are basis functions. Finite difference methods use Taylor series expansions to
represent a function as
f (x) = f (Xo) + f'(xo)(x - a) + 1 f 2 (Xo)(x - a)2 + ---
The weighting functions play an important roles in meshless techniques and many kinds
of shape functions have been suggested,
1. Cubic spline function:
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(1.3)
2/3 - 4s2 + 4s3
W(s) 4/3-4s+4s2 -4/3s 3
0
for s < ,
-2'
for 1/2 s _ 1
for s > 1.
2. Quartic spline function:
1- 6s2 +8s 3 -3s4
W(s) =
0
for s < 1,
for s > 1.
3. Exponential weight function:
exp-(s/a)2
0
for s 1,
for s > 1.
where a is a constant coefficient and we often use a =
distance from the node as
0.3. The variable s is the normalized
(1.7)
In the method of finite sphere we use the quartic spline function since it has a simple form
of one single piece.
Although there have been some achievements in the formulations and theoretical proofs,
the efficiency of meshless techniques is still a most important and difficult task. The method
of finite spheres was developed by S. De. and K. J. Bathe [13]. In this technique, the do-
main is discretized by spheres. Each sphere has a node at its center and the overlapping of
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(1.4)
(1.5)
(1.6)
ix - Xr l
R,
the spheres is allowed. The only one requirement is that the union of spheres mush cover
whole domain without any emptiness.
From the mathematical view point, the finite element method is a weighted residual
scheme, and the solution is considered to reside in the considered vector space. Further-
more, the error is orthogonal to a set of test functions. A great advantage of the finite
element method is that Hilbert solution spaces are used via a weak formulation. In the
finite element method, the domain is the subdivided into subregions, called "elements",
and this is the most important concept in the finite element formulation since the governing
equation is integrated over the elements in the weak form. However, to have a good quality
of mesh, certain conditions should be satisfied.
In the isoparametric formulation, the Jacobian matrix is utilized to transform the coor-
dinate system from local coordinates of (x, y) to natural coordinates of (r, s). The Jacobian
matrix is non-singular when the one-to-one mapping condition is satisfied. It means that
a point in the x-y plane should correspond to only one point in the r-s plane, and con-
versely [2].
To be able to invert the Jacobian matrix, the element should not be distorted too much
or folded. This restriction makes the mesh generation a enormous task in FEM analysis.
Since this task requires more time than the actual numerical calculations in the analysis,
avoiding the mesh generation is the main motivation of meshless techniques.
The creation of a mesh for the entire domain is the unavoidable prerequisite in solution
based on finite element methods. Much time in the analysis is spent on mesh generation
and checking the quality of the mesh. Especially, for large deformation problems, as for
example shown in Figure 1-2, the quality of meshes affects the accuracy tremendously.
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S0
Angle is small
Sr
Line for r = - 1/2
falls outside
the element
(a)
Figure 1-1: Isoparametric finite elements: (a) Due
"sliver" element. (b) There is an angle bigger that
satisfied.
L
to small angle 0, this element becomes
1800, so the one-to-one mapping is not
I1
HThI
H
Figure 1-2: Fluid structure interaction 2-D model. In the channel, there is a slender plate
which interacts with the fluid flow. In the FEM modelling, this example may require ex-
tensive remeshing to simulate the behavior of the plate.
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Another restriction for the analysis is that the deformation cannot exceed the element size,
Hence, adaptive procedures must be implemented at each time step of calculation in the
FEM methods.
A variety of meshless techniques have been developed, but the currently available tech-
niques are still much more expensive than finite element methods. The main reason is that
the shape functions are determined as non-polynomials although the functions are smooth
(E CI). Therefore, for the numerical integration more cost is needed than in the finite
element method. Indeed, computational efficiency and reliablility are the most important
issues for the development of the meshless techniques.
The method of finite spheres is a truly meshless technique, and the discretization is
achieved by constructing Partition of Unity functions in the domain. The advantage of
choosing the spherical local support is that the relative location can be described simply
with their center coordinates and radii and the compact supportness ensures the narrow
bandedness of the stiffness matrices.
In the traditional finite element method, the interpolation functions are polynomials
which have the Kronecker delta property, and this ensures that the Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions are satisfied in the weak sense. In addition, the basis functions make the numerical
integration relatively convenient by the Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule. When the degree
of the polynomial is known, the Gauss-Legendre rule can integration up to (2 x N - 1)
degree exactly. However, in the method of finite spheres the interpolation functions are not
polynomials and they are rational functions. Hence more efficient numerical integration
schemes should be developed to have required accuracy.
We also propose a coupling scheme and an enriching scheme. These can be considered
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to generalize the numerical solution method, since we use conventional finite elements and
finite spheres simultaneously. This provides several advantages because we can employ
finite spheres only in those regions where they are effective. For example, in a crack propa-
gation problem, we can add spheres easily to the tip of the crack to capture stress and strain
concentrations. The finite element refinement around the crack tip can thus be largely dis-
pensed with. In addition, the total cost of numerical integration is not that large since we
use finite spheres on just certain local regions, not on the entire domain.
1.2 Thesis outline
A brief description of this thesis is as follows:
In Chapter 2, we summarize the basic formulations of the method of finite spheres
based on the displacement approach. The construction of the approximation functions by
the partition of unity is described.
In Chapter 3, the fundamental theory of numerical integration is summarized. We start
from the one-dimensional problem and extend to multi-dimensional concepts. Basic princi-
ples of Gauss formula, compound formula, orthogonal polynomials and the approximation
theory are briefly described.
In Chapter 4, we derive the improved equations of the integrand functions by trans-
forming the original equations into much simpler equations. This improvement reduces the
dimension of numerical integrations in many terms. We address the automatic sphere gen-
eration to cover the entire domain imported from a FEM package data file. The geometries
and boundaries are detected and optimal radii of spheres are determined.
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In Chapter 5, we present two new techniques to couple finite elements and finite spheres.
The first scheme couples finite elements and finite spheres simultaneously and the second
scheme is an enriching scheme. Different from existing schemes, the new techniques guar-
antee the consistency in the coupled domain in the displacement field.
In Chapter 6, we give resuts regarding a simple tension and bending test with the cou-
pling scheme and verify the convergence of strain energy. Then with the enriching scheme,
a stress concentration phenomena are analyzed by solving a plate with a hole and a plate
with a crack. The comparisons with analytical solutions are performed.
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Chapter 2
The Theory of the MFS Summarized
The first step in the Galerkin procedure is to construct finite dimensional subspaces in
a Sobolev space, where the unique solution is assumed to exist. The creation of shape
functions is the most important part in the meshless technique, and the challenging issue is
how to establish good shape functions with only nodes and radius. The requirements for
the "good" shape functions are [15]:
1. Arbitrary nodal distribution.
2. The shape function should satisfy a certain order of completeness.
3. Compact support of the shape functions.
4. The algorithm should be computationally efficient.
5. The shape function should have the Kronecker delta property
6. The field approximation should be compatible within the entire domain.
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It should be noted that the terms completeness and compatibility are used distinctively
since the completeness/consistency means the capability of the field function approxima-
tion method to reproduce the fields of lowest orders of complete polynomials at any point
in the domain. The compatibility is the continuity of the approximation on the boundaries
between the sub-domains.
In the method of finite spheres we choose partition of unity functions for construct-
ing the trial function spaces. This choice allows the rigid body motion and zero strain
condition. We discuss the partition of unity and the approximation properties of the trial
function. The consistency, local approximation, continuity, and compact support are our
desirable characteristic for the method of finite sphere. The consistency means polynomial
reproducing property to ensure rigid body motion and constant strain states. This condition
depends on the form of the partial differential equation. The compact support is that the
function is non zero only on the concerned domain. This characteristic is essential to have
a sparse matrix not fully coupled.
2.1 Approximation space
We adopted the partition of unity function to construct the approximation space and sphere
domain for the compactness as shown in Figure 2-1.
The total analysis domain consists of the open compact domain Q and the closure I'. A
set of spheres which have open domain B(x1 , ri) and closure S(x1 , rj) covers the whole
domain Q, in which x, and r, are the center and radius of the 1 th sphere respectively. The
spheres can be entirely in the domain, contact the boundary, or have non-zero intersection
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XX3
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S
x1
F = F U Ef
Inner sphere
Figure 2-1: A schematic of method of finite spheres
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with the boundary (boundary sphere).
2.1.1 The Shepard function
We can start from the proposition [16] of
Proposition 2.1.1 Let G be an open set of R'. Let a family {U} of open subsets U of G
constitute an open base of G: any open subset of G is representable as the union of open
sets belonging to the family U. Then there exists a countable system of open sets of the
family U with the properties: the union of open sets of this system equals G, any compact
subsets of G meets only a finite number of open sets of this system.
Theorem 2.1.2 (The partition of unity) Let G be an open set of R'. Let a family of open
subsets {G; i E I} cover G, i.e., G = U)Gi. Then there exists a system of functions
iCI
{pj(x); j C J} of Cs (Rn) such that
for each j E J, supp(pj) is contained in some Gi, (2.1)
for every j C J, O < p (x) <1, (2.2)
E p (x) = 1forx c G. (2.3)
jCJ
The partition of unity function has these characteristics
N
1. Ep = i Vx E Q.
I=1
2. supp{p,(x)} C B(x1 , r). (2.4)
3. p, E C",mO > 0.
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2.1.2 Reproducing property
Reproducing property is one of requirements for a good approximation space. The state-
ment is that if any function Pk (x) is included in the local basis of each sphere, it is possible
to exactly reproduce it on the entire domain (A).
Proof: We may write
N
Vh(X) Z1pI(X)pm(X) 'Im, (2.5)
I=mEa
and if we set alm = 6mk VI, where 5mk is the Kronecker delta, then this 6 mk is unity when
there exists the corresponding polynomial. Using the partition of unity,
N
Vh(X) = PI(X) Pm(X)aIm = Pk (2.6)
I=1 mEQ
2.2 Galerkin weak form for N-dimensional spaces
We consider open bounded domain Q c Rd(d - 1, 2, . .. , n), and its close F. In the term
of partial differential operator,
Au =f in Q, (2.7)
in which linear differential operator A can be defined as
{A: Vv C H2 (Q) -+ L }. (2.8)
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For the elasticity problem in n-dimensions, the operator [17] is
A = 1a (x) - + c (x), (2.9)
i,j=1 xix
and aij and c are bounded. We have Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, and these
are described in mathematical forms as
d
E ai(x)-n= f= on Ff (2.10)
i,j=1 ax
u = US onI7u (2.11)
where ni is the outward unit normal component along the boundary, F = F, U Ff, and
r. fn Ff = 0. The solution of this equation can be found by setting the difference between
exact solution u and Uh orthogonal to the space of Vh (x) space. Therefore, we can establish
equations for each node as
(A(Uh) - f, hm) = 0, Vm E (2.12)
For generating approximation spaces with higher order consistency, the local approx-
imation space Vjh = span{pm(x)} is defined at each node I, where pn is a polynomial
mEa
function and ' is an index set. The h is the superscript which represents the radius of the
sphere.
The global approximation spaces Vh are generated by multiplying the PU function with
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the local basis polynomial functions, so we have
N
Vh=ZJVhP.Vh = i pjf.
J=1
Therefore, any function Vh E Vh can be expressed as follows:
N
Vh Z 7hJn(x)aJjn
J=1 nE27
(2.13)
(2.14)
where hn (x) = pJ (X)pn (x), and we call hyn a shape function associated with nIh degree
of freedom of node J. By Equation (2.14) and Green's theorem, we obtain the equation for
the mth degree of freedom of Ith node as
KImjnajn fIm + fim, (2.15)
N
E E
I=1 MEG
where
KmJn = a(hm, hjn)
n
= c(x)himhJndQ + aij_(x d9.QI j+ a 0,x x
(2.16)
It should be noted that a(., -) is bilinear operator, and
fIM =
n
fIm
1 j~
f (x)hmdQ, (2.17)
(2.18)himniaij(x) Dx, drP
fB(xj,rr) rI axj
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where Q, = B(xj, r1 ) l Q.
2.3 The Galerkin-based Method of Finite Spheres
We briefly review in this section the basic formulation of the method of finite spheres.
2.3.1 Approximation functions
Based on the partition of unity requirement, we construct the basis functions. The domain
Q E Rd is an open bounded domain with I' its boundary as shown in Figure 2-1.
Each sphere consists of an open sphere BI(x1 , RI) and its closure S1 (RI), where x,
is the center of the sphere and R, is its radius. The set of spheres must cover the entire
N
domain, i.e., Q c U BI(x1 , RI), and some of them will have non-zero intersections with
I=1
the boundary; hence those spheres are considered to be boundary spheres.
fx - xfWe define a weighting function W(s), where s. = , which means that the
R,
weighting function is normalized by the radius of the sphere. This weighting function has
compact support, and we have chosen a quartic spline weighting function of the following
form as illustrated in Figure 2-2 (a).
W(s) = 1 - 6s1 2 +8s83 -3s 1 4 ; 0 < sI < 1. (2.19)
There are several well-known weighting functions for meshless techniques such as expo-
nential, cubic spline, quartic, and SPH spline which all vanish at the boundary of support.
Also, the first derivative vanishes at s, = 0 and s, = 1. The first derivative of the weighting
40
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function is
dW(si) 2 1283d1 =-12s1 + 24Lsj - 1s,
ds,
To calculate the first derivative of W1, we use the chain rule
OW _ OW 1 as1
Ox 81 Ox'
and we have
as (x - x1 ) 1
Ox R1 2 si
finally, we have the simple form of the derivative as
aw 1  2(x -x 1 )ax -12(1- s2) .
ax R 2
In the similar manner,
_W_ ( y- yI)aw -12(1 - s 1 2 ) 2 .
ay RI
As an example, in two-dimensional the weighting function Wi(x), a W1(x)/x, and OW 1(x)/Oy
are illustrated in Figure 2-3. With the weighting functions we can define the Shepard par-
tition of unity functions
- W 1(x)PI (X) N,)
Ej=1 W (x)' I = 1,2, ... , N.
For generating approximation spaces with higher order consistency, local approximation
spaces VI = span{pm(x)} are defined at the nodes, where Pm is a polynomial function
mEQ
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Figure 2-3: Weighting function and derivatives in two-dimensional domain: (a) Weighting
function W1 (x), (b) , (c) .W(x)
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and ! is an index set. Here h represents the radius of the sphere. We consider the case
span {pm(x)} = {1, x, y} for two-dimensional problems.
m=0,1,2
The global approximation spaces Vh are generated by multiplying the partition of unity
function with the local basis polynomial functions,
N
Vh(x) = pIV
1=1
(2.26)
Therefore, any function Vh E Vh can be expressed as follows:
N
Vh hm(x)aIm,
I=1 mEQ
(2.27)
where him(x) = PI(x)Pm(x), and we call him(x) the shape function associated with the
mth degree of freedom of node I, and aim its coefficient.
2.3.2 Displacement-based formulation
We consider the following variational form [2].
I- ET (u)r(u)dQ2 J -N 
= 
1
2 If T(u)CE(u)dQ - R
The term R is for the externally applied body forces, surface traction and prescribed dis-
placements,
91= ju'fB dQ+ 
f
UT fsd + fuT(U _ u)d,
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(2.28)
(2.29)
where strain vector cT = [eC2 6Y, 'Yx] and stress vector rT = [rTx 7yy T,], u is the
displacement field, fP is the prescribed surface traction vector on the boundary Ff, u is the
prescribed displacement vector on the boundary F, and fB is the body force vector. The
strain-displacement relation is
e = Ou in Q,
where
a- =
a/ax
0
a/ay
0
a/ay
a/ax-
(2.30)
(2.31)
By the linear elastic constitutive law,
r = Ce(u) in Q (2.32)
In Equation (2.29) fP is the traction vector on the Dirichlet boundary, and fP is the pre-
scribed traction vector on the Neumann boundary rf,
u = [us(x, y) vs(x, y)],
fu = NCE(u) on IF,
VsT = [N r]T = [fx(x, y) fy"(x, y)] on P1 .
(2.33)
(2.34)
(2.35)
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The matrix N has the direction cosine components of a unit normal outward vector as
n[ 0 ny
N =,
0 ny nx
and the elasticity matrix is
C11 C12  0
C12 C11  0
0 0 C33 ,
where for the plane stress condition the components of elasticity matrix are
E
C11 - V2
Ev
c 12 = ' c 3 3 =
and for plane strain conditions,
E(1 - v)
(1 + v)(1 - 2v)'
Ev
C12 = (1I+ v)(1 - 2v)'
where E and v are the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the elastic material respec-
tively.
By invoking the stationary of H in Equation (2.28) we obtain
ET(v)CE(u)dQ
vTfBdQ + 1r f
fr" [ET (v)CNT U + VT NCE(u)] dE (2.40)
v Tfsd - ET(v)CNTu'dF Vv E H1(Q),
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(2.36)
(2.37)
E
2(1 + v) (2.38)
E
2(1 +v)' (2.39)
4
S=4
C_=
where H1 (Q) is the first order Hilbert space. The approximation for the displacement field
can be written as
where U = [aio
N
u(x, y) ZZ Hjn(x, y)ain
J=1 nEd
an1 CE1 . .. ]T and aj,, = [U-'"
= H(x, y)U, (2.41)
v "]. The displacement interpola-
tion matrix and strain-displacement matrix are respectively:
Hj(x, y) =
hn (x, y)
0
, Bj.(x, y) =
0 1
han (X, Y)
h., (x, y) 0
0 hin~ (x, y)
hJn,(x, y) han, (x, y)
where ha,(x) = pJ(X)pn and derivatives in x- and y- coordinates are
hJn,(x) = pJ,(X)Pn + pJ (x)pn,,
hJn,,(x) = PJ,y (X)Pn + PJ (X)Pn,y.
Finally, the discretized equation for node I, degree of freedom m, is
N
S E KrmJnajn = fIm + fim,
J=1 nEG
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(2.42)
(2.43)
(2.44)
(2.45)
where
KImJn = B TCBjndQ,fnIM (2.46)
fim = Him fBdQ (2.47)
and fim imposes the displacement/force boundary conditions [18]; for example, for a sphere
intersecting Ff, we use
f1m f fB 1 Hmfsd]P. (2.48)
In equations (2.46) and (2.47), Q, is the intersection of Q and BI(x, RI). On the other
hand, if the sphere corresponding to node I has nonzero intersection on the Dirichlet bound-
ary, then we have
(2.49)
N
fim = KUImJna Jn - fUIm,
J=1 nEQi
where
HimNCBJnd + BImCNT H JdfnB1
fRUm = Jr.flB1 BIm CNTu'dF.
It should be noted that the matrix KU is symmetric.
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KUjmJn =
and
fF, fnB 1
(2.50)
(2.51)
2.4 Formulation for boundary conditions
In meshless techniques, the imposition of the Dirichlet boundary condition and Neumann
boundary condition incurs more complicated schemes than in the finite element method.
However, still it is possible to handle this problems efficiently with a simplified scheme. In
this section we discuss how to impose the boundary conditions derived in Equation (2.10)
and (2.11) in the method of finite spheres considering the efficiency.
In the finite element method, because of the Kronecker delta property of the shape func-
tions, only the nodes which correspond to the Neumann boundary condition are considered
for the calculation of the consistent load, but in the method of finite sphere the shape func-
tions do not have the Kronecker delta property, so we need to consider all the nodes which
have non-zero intersection with the Neumann boundary. For example, let B1 n f f be the
intersection of the sphere I and the boundary Ff, then the union of B, f1 and B, n F
becomes F. By substituting Equation (2.18) into Equation (2.10), we obtain
f fm = fhlm(x)fS(x)dS. (2.52)
Similarly, for the Dirichlet boundary condition in the finite element method only the
nodes located on the Dirichlet boundary are considered to impose the Dirichlet boundary
condition. Hence homogeneous boundary conditions can be exactly simulated.
In the method of finite spheres, the shape functions do not have the Kronecker delta
characteristic, so we introduce a technique to handle the Dirichlet boundary condition as in
the finite element method [13]. The nodes on the boundary are distributed to have the same
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Boundary lie
Contact sphere
Inner sphere
Figure 2-4: Node distribution for the imposition of Dirichlet boundary condition. Nodes
are arranged along the boundary to circumvent to have complicated integration domain.
radii, and the inner spheres near the boundary do not have non-zero intersections with the
boundary as shown in the Figure 3-1.
This ensures that the shape functions along the boundary have the Kronecker delta
characteristic. Recalling the definition of p1(x) in Equation (2.25),
W1 (x)pi(x) -- ZE1t Wy(x)
W1(x)
W(x)
To implement this technique, for the homogeneous boundary condition, we can elim-
inate the rows and columns corresponding to the nodes which have non-zero intersection
with the Dirichlet boundary.
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1 at node I. (2.53)
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Chapter 3
Numerical Integration Theory
The calculation of integrals is an essential task in the finite element method. Also, in mesh-
less techniques, this task is most important. Tremendous amount of textbooks and articles
are available [19-23]. However, the new concept of method of finite spheres demands
some innovative ideas specific for our scheme. The term quadrature is frequently used for
one-dimensional integration and term cubature is common for multi-dimensional integra-
tions. This chapter gives a comprehensive and concise summary of numerical integrations
including some fundamental theorems.
In the one-, two-dimensional cases, the required matrix integrations in the finite element
and finite sphere calculations have been written as [2]
Jf (x)dx = cif (xi) + R, (3.1)
I f(x, y)dxdy = cijf (xi, yi) + R, (3.2)
iji
where the summation extends over all i and j, the ci, cij are weighting factors, the f(x),
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f (x, y) are integrand functions in the matrices, and R, are error remainders which are not
evaluated in practice. Hence we use
f f(x)dx = cif (xi) (3.3)
J f (x, y)dxdy = cjf (xi, yi) (3.4)
i~j
3.1 One dimensional numerical integration
Numerical methods for discretizing and approximating integrals are based on the use of
appropriate integration formulas [24]. For the one dimensional integration problem, we
have the integration rule
n
Q(f) Qn(f) ~~ cif (Xi), (3.5)
where ci is the integration weight, Q is a numerical integration operator, and xi is the in-
tegration abscissa. Most quadrature formulas are obtained by approximating the integrand
function f in the given integration interval by a polynomial. In this case, we have a set of
polynomials and each describes the integrand in a section. In another way, the quadrature
formulae can be constructed by approximating the function f using a piecewise polyno-
mial.
In many cases, quadrature formulas have symmetries as
xi = a + {b - Xn-(i_1)} , Ci = Cn-(i-1), i = 1,2,... , (n + 1)/2. (3.6)
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when the abscissas xi, . . . , x,, of all practical quadrature formulas Q, are located in the in-
terval of integration [a, b]. The construction of the quadrature rules includes two main tasks.
One is that the abscissas and weights should be chosen to satisfy the accuracy requirement.
The second is that the integration values should converge to the exact integration values as
more integration points are used. The midpoint rule commonly called Riemann's integra-
tion is
R.(f) ~~ f(x)dx ~ E(i+1 - xi)f((), (3.7)
where R(-) is the Riemann sum operator, E [xi, xi+1] for i = 1, 2,. . . , n. It is possible to
approximate any Riemann integrable function with any arbitrary accuracy requirement E.
The simplest way to obtain a converging sequence of the Riemann integration is to divide
the interval [a, b] into n subdivisions of equal length as:
xi = a + ih, i = 0, 1, ... , n; h= .b a (3.8)
n
The choice for j can be either left-side end point or right-side end point of the subdivi-
sions. We use notations R2ft for left-side end point rule and R'ight for right-side end point
rule. When we set the exact analytical integration value of the function f as 1(f), the dis-
cretization error {Rn(f) - I(f)} can be estimated in terms of modulus of the continuity.
Theorem 3.1.1 Iff G C[a, b] and the integration domain is divided into n equal segments
having (n + 1) abscissas from x0 to Xn, then
fR righ t(f) - I(f) < (b - a) x f; b (3.9)
n ) (3.9
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Figure 3-1: Riemann integration: right-side point rule is applied to integrate a function
f(x) from a to b.
Proof When we apply right-side end point rule of Riemann integration for a given func-
tion f as shown in Figure, the error of the integration is
n b
|Rright (f) - = h f(x f jb
i=1
Since hf(xi) = f, f(xi)dx for the right-side point rule, we have
h( f(xi)
i=1
fb n xif(x)dx = ( [f(xi) -
ai1 i i_
f (x)]dx
n xi
<zfx t
-
n xi
=1 xi_ 1
If(xi) - f(x)Idx
x(f; h)dx
< nh x(f; h)
=(b - a) x(f; b a
ni
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0
X2
where
X(f; 6) = sup{ff(x1) - f(x 2)1 : x 1, x2 E [a, b], |xi - x 21 6} (3.10)
is weight or density function and h (= a) is length of each segment. This is rough
error estimation, and if differentiability and continuity are provided, then this error can be
measured more precisely.
3.1.1 Construction of quadrature rule by approximation
More effective quadrature rules can be obtained by approximating the function f by a
model function g E M where M is space of approximation functions and we consider the
approximation value 1(g) as the integration value for the exact integration of 1(f). This
assumption is valid only when the model function can be described as a simple function,
so the polynomial functions are most promising model functions. If the model function g
satisfies
I 9 - f|| 1" 5 b(3.11)
where E is error requirement, then the error bound becomes
|I(g) - I |= Jb g(x)dx - ff(x)dx
ab b
< f g(x) - f(x)ldx
j )(3.12)
< (b -- a)I|g - fI L
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Hence, the approximation function which is close enough to the function f with respect to
the L.. norm can be considered as the model function for the integration.
In many practical integration, it is quite often required to integrate some functions
which are the product of w(x) and f(x), where w(x) is a weighting function which is
known in analytical forms. Now we denote this kind of integration as product integration,
and the notation is
I.(g) = I(wg). (3.13)
By this scheme, the resulting rule is called product rule. This integration is valid only when
the weighting functions can be expressed analytically, regardless of the space of model
functions. The condition estimate for the validity of product integration can be derived as:
Iw(g) - -W(A = fw(x)g(x)dx - Jw(x)f(x)dx
< J w(x) Ig(x) - f(x)| dx (3.14)
| Iw||W|g O-f|| = 6.
where I|- IL, is L1 norm. When the weighting function is absolutely integrable in the range
of [a, b], then the error is proportional to the I1g(x) - f(x)|I L. Product rule is good for
various weighting functions.
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3.1.2 Approximation with polynomials
The polynomial for approximation of a function which has abscissas x1 , x2 ,... , Xo can be
determined uniquely in terms of Lagrange polynomials as:
n
Pn_1 (x) = f(xi)On_1,i(x),
Xi -
jii
Pn-1 E IPn-1
= 1, 2, ... , n.
(3.15)
(3.16)
By use of Equation (3.15), the integration of the product of w(x) and Pn-1 is
J bnbaw(x)Pn-1 (x)dx - Zf(x){faW(X)O5ni,i(x)dx} (3.17)
so the weighting coefficients can be derived as
(3.18)
Theorem 3.1.2 For f e C" [a, b] the approximation error enI(f ) satisfies
en_1 (f) < |IWn||LOO
n!
where the polynomial wn is
wn(x) = (x - x 1 )(x - x 2 )(x - X 3 ) X - - n).
(3.19)
(3.20)
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IW(n-)
ci = zw (x)On_1,(x) dx.
In another way, this quadrature rule can be extended to a compound rule, which is
obtained by approximating the function f by piecewise polynomial functions to each sub-
division in the whole integration domain. The error in a simple quadrature can be reduced
by increasing the order of polynomials, but the error of the compound rules is decreased by
refining the subdivision of the integration domain with fixed order of polynomials.
Definition 3.1.1 The degree of accuracy of a quadrature rule is D if
Q"(X k) = 1, (X ),I k =- 0, 1, . .. , D,
(3.21)
Q(X D+1 D+1)
in other words, Q, gives the exact value for the polynomial of order less or equal to D.
It is possible to make a relation between degree of accuracy and L,, norm in the ap-
proximation function. Therefore, we have the following theorem,
Theorem 3.1.3 Any quadrature rule with a degree of accuracy D > 0 satisfies the in-
equality
JQn(f) - 'w(f)| (HWHL1 + E Ci| 6D(f), (3.22)
where ED _ inf flPD - f IILI' , D is the best approximation function in PD, and if all
weights of Q, are greater or equal to zero, then
Qn(f) - Iw(f)I < [|WH|L1 + 1(w)] eD(f). (3.23)
If the coefficients of a sequence of the quadrature rule are all positive or zero, then
the error bound means the integration value converges as the number of integration points
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increases such that
Q,(f ) - I(f ) as n -- + oo Vf E C[a, b], (3.24)
provided the integration domain is compact.
Theorem 3.1.4 Let Q, denotes a sequence of the quadrature rules with respect to an ad-
missible weight function w on the compact domain, and assume all coefficients of Q, to
be nonnegative, then the convergence of the quadrature rules for all f E C [a, b] means the
convergence of Q, for all Riemann integrable functions f E R[a, b], where R denotes a
set of Riemann integrable functions [2]].
3.1.3 Orthogonal polynomials
For the w which is admissible weight function, the inner product can be defined on the set
of all polynomial P in one dimensional case with the inner product
(P, Q, IW(PQ) j w (x)P(x)Q(x)dx VP, Q C P, (3.25)
where (-,-) means a inner product in the space of P and we can define
||P||W = [(P, P)l./ 2 (3.26)
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These polynomials are orthogonal if
J bI.(PQ) =w(x)P(x)Q(x)dx = 0, (3.27)
when the P and Q are not same. The sets of the orthogonal polynomials can be obtained
for any weight function by applying the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure to the
set of monomials [20].
3.1.4 Gauss formulas
So far, we considered use of equally spaced sampling points. In the finite element methods,
we use Gauss quadrature rule to improve the accuracy. The basic idea of Gauss quadrature
is optimization of the positions of the sampling points [2]. The assumption is that
f db n
f(x)dx cif (xi) + Rn (3.28)
where ci are weighting factors, xi are sampling
an interpolating polynomial O(x) of the form
abscissas and Rn is the remainder. We use
n
(x) = fili(x)
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(3.29)
0.8-
0.6-
0.4-
0.2-
0
-0.2-
-0.4-
Xi Xi+j Xi+2
Figure 3-2: Lagrangian polynomials.
where n sampling points are still unknowns and fundamental polynomials of Lagrangian
interpolation li(x) can be expressed as
li(x) = (x - x0)(x - Xi) (X - - 1 )(x - X+1) -- -(x - X") (3.30)(xi - x0)(xj - x1 ) -(X - i- 1)(Xi - Xi+1)
as shown in Figure 3-2, where
lI(x ) - Jjj
where 6 i3 is the Kronecker delta; i.e., 6,j = 1 for i = j, and Jjj = 0 for i , j.
For the determination of the locations xi, we define a function P(x),
P(x) = (x - x 1 )(x - x 2)(x - x 3) ... (x - X,)
(3.31)
(3.32)
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y
Xi-2 Xi-iXi-3 Xi+3
... (Xi 
- Xn)'
x
which is a polynomial E P,. We note that P(xi) = 0. Therefore, it can be written
f (x) = O(x) + P(X)(o + / 1X+ 0 2x2 + 833x 3 +--) (3.33)
By integrating f(x), we obtain
I b n - b 
-
0 - b
faf (x)dx = 1] fj [ a j(x) dx +( E j [f'xP(x)dxl (3.34)
where it should be noted that the first term on the right, functions of order (n -1) and lower
are integrated, and in the second integral the functions that are integrated are of order n and
higher. The unknowns xj, j = 1, 2,. ., n can be determined by the conditions
f P(x)x3 dx =- 0, k = 1, 2,).. . , n - 1. (3.35)
Since the polynomial 0 (x) passes through n sampling points of f (x), and P(x) vanishes to
zero at these points, the condition in Equation (3.35) mean that the required integration of
f ' f(x)dx is approximated by integrating a polynomial of order (2n - 1) instead of f(x).
In summary Gauss quadrature requires n unequally spaced sampling points and integrate
exactly a polynomial of order at most (2n - 1).
To determine the sampling points and the integration factor, we consider the natural
interval from -1 to 1 and apply any isoparametric mapping for any interval. When xi is a
sampling point and ci is the weighting factor, the corresponding sampling point and weight
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0.5 P2
P3
P4
-1 8 -0. -0. -0.2 0.2 .4 0.6 0.8
-1-
X
Figure 3-3: Legendre polynomials [1].
in the integration from a to b are
a+b b-a b-a
+ b2 x and ci
2 2 2
(3.36)
respectively. To calculate the integration factors, we substitute for f(x) in Equation (3.28)
the interpolating polynomial V)J(x) of Equation (3.29) and perform the integration. It should
be noted that the sampling points have been determined and the polynomial 0 (x) is known,
then
ci = 1 l (x)dx; j= 1, 2,. .. , n. (3.37)
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Abscissas Gauss formulas
Legendre polynomials Gauss-Legendre formula
Laguerre polynomials Gauss-Laguerre formula
Jacobi polynomials Gauss-Jacobi formula
Table 3.1: Quadrature abscissas and corresponding Gauss formula.
The Gauss-Legendre integration procedure is widely used for the numerical integrations,
but also there are more schemes available for the numerical integrations.
3.1.5 Compound quadrature rule
The compound quadrature rule comes from integrating piecewise polynomials. This also
can be derived by subdividing the interval into subintervals and by applying a simple inter-
polation formula to each subinterval. For the simplicity, it is assumed that the interval [a, b]
is divided into n sections which have n + 1 equally distributed nodes as:
a = xo < x1 < x 2 ... < Xn =b, xi = a + i b a , = 0, 1, 2,..., n. (3.38)
n
A specific k- point quadrature rule (Qk) is applied to each of the subintervals, and the
quadrature formular is denoted by n x Qk. Setting the interval is from -1 to 1 by isopara-
metric transformation, the integration value is
k
Qk (f) = cif (0j) f (x)dx, Oi Ez [-1, 1] , i = 1, 2,1...), k. (3.39)
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For a subinterval the integration is
J x _x 3 -1 f (x)dx = b-acif(),2n C
where
Tih = efr + ( + mp) i = 1 2, .i.n. , k j = 1, 2,be. wen.a2n
Therefore, the compound rule for the interval [a, b] can be written as:
(n x Qk)(f) - b -a k= 2nZcif(xi).
j=1 i=1
The convergence of compound quadrature rules can be derived for all Riemann inte-
grable functions.
Theorem 3.1.5 Let Qk be an k-point quadrature rule with degree of accuracy D > 0, then
(n x Qk)(f) -- + I(f) as n -+ oo. (3.43)
Proof From the Equation (3.42), we have
(n x Qk)f
n
- E
j=1
b- a k
2 Zf(i), (3.44)
where the term of n a "_, f (xij) is a simple Riemann integration, so the Equation (3.44)
converges to I(f) as n -+ so I.
Theorem 3.1.6 Let Qk be an k-point quadrature rule, then the error for the integrands
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(3.40)
(3.41)
(3.42)
Qk(f) - jbf (x)dx = C(b - a)P+1f(P)
where C is a constant value independent of a, b, and f.
(n x Qk) f - f' f (x) dx can be expressed as:
The error term En(Qk(f) =
lim nrExQ,(f)
fl -400
= C(b - a)P [f(P-1) (b) - f(P-) (a)] .
Hence, the convergence of Ekx Q, is at least of order p.
Proof The error term EnxQ,(f) is the sum of the integration errors in Qk on each subin-
terval. Therefore,
EnxQ,(f) =
z
n ~ b aC 
n
C(b a)P
=C (b a)P
=C (b a j
p+ 1
f 'p) ( j), I j E [xjp1,xj]
b 
- a f (P) ( j)
j=1
1 b f(P) (x)dx
[f(P- 1)(b) - f(P-'(a)]
(3.47)
(3.48)
(3.49)
(3.50)
3.2 Multi-dimensional numerical integration
The construction of the quadrature rule for the multivariate and multi-dimensional domain
is much more difficult than those in 1 -D space. On the other hand, in the rectangular inte-
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f C C' [a,b] is
E [a, b], (3.45)
(3.46)
gration domain, we can apply the one dimensional integration formulas in each direction.
In the same way of analytical integration, the integration can be achieved by keeping the
variables corresponding to the other integrals constant. Hence, for the two-dimensional
integration, we have [2]
f (r, s)drds = ci f (ri, s)ds
(3.51)
= cicf (ri, si)
i~j
where ci and cj are the integration weights for one-dimensional integration. This can be
extended even for the three-dimensional integral.
3.2.1 Construction of formula by approximation
The approximation can be obtained by approximating the integrand using a model function
g c M and taking the definite integral I,(g) as an approximation of I,(f). By the equation
of
1IW(g) - IW(f) < : I L1H119 - f I I,-(3.52)
which is independent of the dimension N, and if the approximation function g satisfies
g-fH|LO < , (3.53)
then the error bound is
I,(g) - IM(f)I &. (3.54)
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Hence, this approximation can be used even for constructing the cubature rules.
The approximation rule is practical only if the definite integral of the model function
over the given integration domain can be described explicitly with a relatively simple func-
tion. Considering this fact polynomials are attractive since they are easily integrated.
The Taylor series expansion around zero for the multi-dimensional domain is as
N N
___ 1 8 2fNOf 
_ 
_ 
a2f (x) =f (0) + E (O)xi + - (O)xi xi 2 + -
integration, the following approximation can be written
N d
ICN fCNi 2l11 IC 1
+ N 1  02f f
- - -+ - (0) I X X- 2 dx + (3.56)
1 N 1df f( . i x
d! &xii, ... XidN
ils,...,iZ==
The monomials xi ... x can be integrated analytically over unit cube CN. For the function
f which has maximum order bigger than d, the remainder term for x G CNis given by
higher order terms.
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3.2.2 Construction of formula by transformation
Numerical computation of integrals can be facilitated by transforming the given integra-
tion equation using the isoparametric transformation. Many cubature rules are specified to
particular integration regions. Let 0 : B -+ B is defined as a continuously differentiable
one-to-one mapping. When the Jacobian matrix J of T is not singular on B, i.e.,
3 detJ(E) # 0, V E . (3.57)
Then, the multidimensional transformation rule results in
B w(x)f (x)dx =
IU() = W(V(x))
LU(5)
The transformation 0 converts the cubature formula
T(X)Idet J(-)1f(5)dz = Z IdetJ (-i) f(Yi) + E(IdetJ1f)
to the cubature formula
jw(x)f (x)dx= cif (xi) + E(f)
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where
(3.58)
(3.59)and f() = f (V(x))
lB3 i=1 (3.60)
(3.61)
| detJ(R)|7(-x)d-x
with abscissas and weights given by
(3.62)
The iteration of integrals can also be used to facilitate the construction of multidimensional
integration formulas. For affine transformation we have xi = A-i + B, ci = detAIEi, and
E(f) = IdetAIE(f)
Definition 3.2.1 (Cartesian product rule) Suppose the integration region of B is the Carte-
sian product B = B1 x B 2 of the regions B 1, B 2, and let
fli
i(h) C= Zc) fi(x ))
ii=1
and Q(2 f2 C (2 ) ((2))
i2=1
denote integration formulas for the two integrals
and 12(f2) = lB 2 f2 (x(2) )dx(2) (3.64)
respectively, Then, the Cartesian product rule for the integrand over B is defined by
fli nl2
(Q$() x Q (2)f = C C f (x1 , x2).
i1=1 i2=1
(3.65)
Theorem 3.2.1 If Qn1 integrates f1 exactly over B 1 and Qn2 integrates f2 exactly over B 2,
then the Cartesian product rule integrates the product exactly over the region B = B1 x B 2.
The Cartesian product rule can be generalized as:
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(3.63)
Ii(fi) =
'Ei = -Ei Idet J(-Xi), Ixi = O(Xi),
fi(x(1)dx(1
Definition 3.2.2 (K-Fold Cartesian Product Rules) Suppose the integration region B is
the Cartesian product of K > 2 region B 1, B 2 ,. . . , BK, i.e., B B1 x
Qk (fC k I fk (x)), k = 1,2,...
ik=1
denote integration formulas for the integrals
-. x BK. Let
(3.66)
Ik (f) j fk (x(k) )dx(k)
respectively. Then the K-fold Cartesian product rule Q(1) x
B is defined by
n 1 nK
--- c -
ii=1 iK 1
x Q (K) for the integral over
CK) f(X .)ZK Zi ' XK)Ix. (3.68)
3.2.3 Generalized Cartesian Product Rules
Cartesian product rules can be generalized for integration regions which are not Cartesian
products. Assume that the integral I(f) can be iterated,
f (x)dx =B 1 fB 2 (X(')) f (x(), x(2))dx(2 )dx) = I fi (x(1 ) dx(l)
f (x(), x(2))dx(2 )
k = 1, 2, (3.67)
I(f) =
where
(3.69)
f ( ) B
2 (X(l))
(3.70)
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3.2.4 Multivariate polynomial approximations
Since polynomials can be integrated easily in closed form over most standard regions,
polynomials appear to be suitable model functions for use in the approximation approach to
cubature formula construction. Multivariate monomials xd' Xd2 ... dN where djd 2, 
is the order of each variable in vector form:
xd, dT = [d, ... ,dN E No, (3.71)
where No is the union of set of all positive integer and 0. The set of all N-variate mono-
mials {xd : d E NN} is a basis for which is the set of all mutivariate polynomials of N
variables; i.e., any polynomial P E pN can be uniquely represented as a linear combination
of a finite number of monomials,
J
P = Cj xd, cj :A 0, j = 1,. .. , J. (3.72)
j= 1
Definition 3.2.3 (Degree of Multivariate Polynomials) The degree of a monomial xd is
defined by
deg (x) = ||dl L = di + d2+ d3+ + dN- (3.73)
The degree of a general polynomial
J
P = cjx dj (3.74)
j=1
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is defined as
deg(P) = max{j d1HIL, Jjd2|IL1, ld3||I, I ... , LJdjjI| }. (3.75)
The set of all N-variate polynomials of maximum degree d, denoted by
pd= {P EpN : degP < d}, (3.76)
is a linear subspace of pN.
Theorem 3.2.2 The dimension of Pj is given by
dim (d, N) = dimP (N+ d) - .)! (3.77)d N d! N !
We need to consider the problem of choosing suitable n-dimensional spaces ofpolynomial
modelfunctions Mp when given numbers n E N is considered. Generally speaking, Mp
should be chosen such that all f in a relevant class of functions can be approximated by
polynomials P E Mp with an accuracy as high as possible.
For dimension N > 2, the problem of choosing suitable n-dimensional spaces of poly-
nomial model functions Mp is more intricate. Taylor series expansion suggests that a
high approximation accuracy can be attained even for small degree d, provided the in-
tegrand is sufficiently smooth. For both reasons, the choice of the polynomial spaces
d , d = 0, 1,.. . , as spaces of model functions appears to be highly reasonable for multiple
dimensions too.
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3.2.5 Polynomial Interpolation
Generally, the interpolation problem can be solved for arbitrarily prescribed function val-
ues, f (x1), f (x 2 ), ... , f (xn) if and only if the linear functionals
(3.78)
can be defined as
QiP) = P(xi), i = 1, 2,. ... , n, (3.79)
and those functionals are linearly independent over M. If this independence requirement
is met, the interpolation polynomial is unique if and only if dim(M) = n.
For example, in one dimensional case, the space of model functions (Mr) = Pn_ 1 for
any n E N, where n is number of data points. The approximation function P C P,_-1 can
be determined uniquely when
(3.80)
For the two-dimensional or higher dimensional problem, model function exists only when
n is particular value such that
n E {dim(d, N) : d E No}. (3.81)
Many researchers developed a method to construct n-dimensional polynomial spaces
properly for n-data independent over Mp(x 1, x2 , xn).
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{fi 11 2, . . . , 1n : MP -- R}I
P(xi) = f (xi), i =_ 1, 2,. ... , n.
Definition 3.2.4 (Degree of Accuracy) The degree of accuracy of an N-dimensional cu-
bature formula Q, is D if
Qn(xd) 
-I( Xd)
Qn(xd) w I(xd)
Vd c NN with I d IL 1 < D,
for at least one with ||d|L1=D+1.
3.2.6 Interpolatory formulas
For n given distinct abscissas x 1, . . . , x, the requirement that Q, must integrate all polyno-
mials of maximum degree d = D exactly means that the weighs cl,... , c,, of the cubature
formula
Qn(f) = Cif (Xi)
i=1
(3.84)
to be constructed are chosen in such a way that
V Pd EP . (3.85)
Since PN is a vector space of dimension dim(d, N) and both operators I and Qn are
linear functionals over pF, it is sufficient that the equality in Equation (3.85) hold for just
one particular basis {bi, . . . , bdim(d,N) Iof P:
Q. (bj) = Iw (bj), j = 1, 2,.. . , dim(d, N) (3.86)
The Equation (3.86) is called moment equation.
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(3.82)
(3.83)
Qn(Pd) = Iw(Pd)
Definition 3.2.5 (Interpolatory Integration Formula) An integrationformula Qn with the
abscissas is said to be interpolatory if its weights are the unique solution of the equations:
N
cibj(xi) = Iw(bj), j = 1, 2, . .. , dim(d, N). (3.87)
i=1
The condition in Definition 3.2.5 that the weights cl,... , c, must be the unique solution of
the moment equations can be explained as follows. By considering the linear functionals
Ili, 12, ... , In : pN -- R (3.88)
we have
n
ci li(bj) = Iw(bj), j = 1, 2, ... ,dim(d, N). (3.89)
This equations can be solved if and only if the linear functional I over PN is a linear
combination of the linear functionals 11, 12,... 'in, Then the weights c1 , c2, ... , c" of Qn
are chosen as the coefficients of a linear combination
n
1W = cili. (3.90)
This means that the weights are uniquely determined by the abscissas if and only if the
functionals are linearly independent. Therefore, all the cubature formulas derived from
moment equations are interpolatory.
Theorem 3.2.3 Any interpolatory cubature formula Qn with degree of accuracy D > 0
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satisfies the inequality
IQn(f) - I(f) < ( njjwjj1+jIcjl inf{|jPD-foo :PD E P1}.i=:1 I
If all weights are nonnegative, then
Qn(f) - Iw(f)j 5 (HlWHIL1 + I(w)) inf{H|PD - oo PD E PD}.
This implies that the error in cubature formulas is expected to decrease as the degree of
accuracy increases.
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(3.91)
(3.92)
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Chapter 4
Numerical Integration and Auto Sphere
Generation for MFS
Most meshless techniques require heavy cost for the numerical integration to calculate the
stiffness values. In the method of finite spheres, the shape functions are rational functions
and the integration domains are spheres or spherical sectors. Furthermore, the spheres
overlap with other spheres making "lens" shape regions. Therefore, we need to classify the
integration rules for each case. Exact integration of the stiffness values is not achievable
since the integration rules can, at most, guarantee polynomial accuracy. Hence, we focus
on the development of more efficient integration schemes.
There are two kinds of possibilities for the improvements of numerical integration
schemes. First, we can simplify and transform the integral equations into simpler shapes
[25]. The integral equations have highly complicated forms since we have derivatives of
rational functions and multiplications of those terms. We can transform some of the terms
into lower dimensional integrations by the divergence theorem. Secondly, it is possible to
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suggest more efficient sampling scheme for more efficiency. In this chapter, we present
the improved analytical equations and suggest more efficient integration rules in the two-
dimensional domains.
4.1 Improvement of analytical equations for numerical in-
tegration for inner sphere
The expressions to be integrated are rather complex and, clearly, transformations into sim-
pler forms are most desirable. For example, we consider the simple plate model which
has square shape and fixed displacement boundary at left side as shown in Figure 4-1, and
the node arrangement is assumed to be uniformly distributed as illustrated in Figure 4-2.
For the stiffness value we need to integrate the integrands and the integrands are highly
complicated distributions as in Figure 4-3.
In equation (2.46) we explicitly have:
Kn K 1 2
KImJn = dQ, (4.1)
n' [K 2 1 K2 2J
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pL
L
1, ,.
Figure 4-1: Pressure load is applied on cantilever plate.
Node 7
Node 4 I
Node 1
NNode 8
Node 2
ode 9
Node 5
Node 6
Node 3
Figure 4-2: Finite sphere node arrangement. The nodes are uniformly distributed.
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(a) K51 51
(c) K5252
(b) K5152
(d) K5253
Figure 4-3: Integrand distributions in Equation (4.1).
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where the elements of the stiffness matrix are
Kil= Cilhm,,hjn,x + C33hrm,yhiny
K 12 = C12hrm,xhJn,y + C33hrm,yhJnx
K 2 1 = C12hrm,yhin,. + C33hrm,, hJny
K 2 2 = Cllhm,yhjn,y + C33hrm,x hJn,.
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
Considering the case J equal to I, we have
K 1 1 = Ciihm,xhIn,x + C33hrm,yhny
K 12 = C12hrm,xhn,y + C33him,yhln,,
K 21 = C12hlm,YhIn,, + C33him,x hIny
K 2 2 = Cihm,,YhIn,y + C 33 him,xhInx.
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
We can rewrite the equations of the stiffness terms into forms more effective for the numer-
ical integration. The integration of the first term in Equation (4.6) is
him ,hIndQ = 1 PmPn + p1 p, (p m xpn + pmp,, ± +PPm,Pn,xdQ.
The term f, pIpIxpm,,PndQ can be rewritten to obtain
n PIPI,,xPm,xPndQ = f {p Pm,xPn },dQ - 1 pr (pipm,,pn),x dQ,
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n1 (4.10)
(4.11)
Then we can differentiate the second term in the right hand side,
JnPIPi,,Pm,,Pnd = fnI
-L
f01
{ PPm,xPn}xdQ -
2
fnI PIPI,xPm,xPndQ (4.12)
It is possible to add f , ppIpmI,,PndQ on both side to simplify and we have
PIPI,xPmxPnd = {P2PmPn} xdQ
and by the divergence theorem,
PIPI,xPm,PndQ PiPm,PnxdS -
=JfnBi
1f
2Jn
2
PiPn,xPn,x dQ.
Similarly, the third term can be transformed
I PIPI,xPmPn,x dQ PiPmPn,nxdS - 1 fn2 PpPm,Yn,dQ.2 n1 f2 nB1
By substituting Equations (4.14) and (4.15) into Equation (4.10), we obtain
J him ,hlnxdQ = J2 xPPmPndQp-I ppd
1 i
2 TnB1
+ fBi
2
PiPnPn,xnridS.
It should be noted that the term of f91 p PPn, dQ in the Equation (4.12) is cancelled out
by summing Equations (4.14) and (4.15).
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2 x j 0I -Ln1 (4.13)
/L2I (4.14)
(4.15)
pipmpndS
(4.16)
PiPm,xPn,xdC,
For the other terms in Equations (4.6) to (4.9) we have
him,xhIn,ydQ =
LI
+
himy hn dQ =
+±
P,x pi,yPmPndQ + 2 frnB
1n I
-- 
pm,xPpnnydS2 rnBI
Lf Pi,xPiyPPd + I
,1 f rnB
pipm,y PnnxdS
2PiPm Pn,,nridS
(4.17)
pmpm pn,.,. ndS
(4.18)
z nBI
himy hIn dQ = pjPypmpndQ + fnB,
n 1 rnB
1+ 2
I fnBI
pipmpnnydS
(4.19)
P Pi,,n dS.
We substitute the terms from Equations (4.16) to (4.19) into Equations (4.6) to (4.9),
and obtain the integral equations for the stiffness terms
= C11
+ C33 f
2 ~~
PIXPnPndQ + 2
2 1
PiPmPnd + -'1/ 2
Jrn B1
mnB1
1
p2Q 1dS + -2
1
pIQ 3dS + -2
Pi,Pi,,,PmPndQ + f nB1
Pi,,p,,pPndQ + fnBi
pIQ 5dS + 1IQ6dSQ ± nB }
p QydS + - IQdS
2 nBI
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LI
LI
I
92 1
I/ K12dQ
pIQ 2 dS
PIQ 4 dS},
I nB1
JrnB1
- C12
+ C33{
(4.20)
(4.21)
K11dQ
K 21 dQ = C12 Pi,xPi,,PmPndQ + 1 j p2 QydS p2 Q8dSf fni 2 nBj1 2 'nBI
(4.22)
+ C33 {j PI,,yPmPnd + -- B p QdS + -j pIQ 6 dS21 0 nBI 2 'nBj
K 2 2dQ = C1 1  p 2 pmpndQ + p2 Q3dS + PQ 4 dS
f ~n fQII nBj 2 nBj Qd
(4.23)
+ C33 P XP.PndQ + - I Q1 dS + I f P2Q 2dS},
21 nBI 2 nBj
where
Qi (X, y) = Pm,xPanx, Q2(X, Y) = PmPn,nx,
Q3 (x, y) = Pm,,Pany, Q4 (x, y) = PmPn,,ny, (4.24)
Q5 (x, y) = PmPn,,nx, Q 6 (x, y) = Pm,xPnny,
Q7 (x, y) = PmPn,,ny, Q8 (x, y) = Pm,yPnnx.
When F'fl B 1 = 0 the Equations (4.20) to (4.23) change into much simplified form since
there is not line integration terms. For example, we consider the sphere I and sphere J in
Figure 4-4. For the sphere J we do not need to calculate the line integrals. It is required
to calculate the first terms of the equations from (4.20) to (4.23).Therefore, the use of the
improved equations is clearly much more effective than the use of the original expressions
for the numerical integrations.
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Surface integration in K2i
X2
'xi
Node J
Surface integration in Ot
Line intepration
4
Node I
ru
Figure 4-4: Numerical integration scheme with newly derived equations from (4.20) to
(4.23).
4.2 Improvement of analytical equations for numerical in-
tegration for lens shape
In the lens integration, J is not same as I, and we have the integrands
him,,,hjn,,dQ = fIJ
PI,, PJ,,PmPn + PI,
n11i
(pI,xpm + pIPm,.) (pJ,.pn + pjpn,,) dQ
.PJPmPn,, + PIPJ,.Pm,xPn + PIPJPm,.Pn,,dQ,
where Q1j is the intersection of Q, and Qj.
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(4.25)
"k
Similarly, we have
hiyh jn,y = ( pi,,pn + pIp m,,) (pj,ypn + pJp.,,) dQ
(4.26)
Pi,yPJ,yPmPn + PI,yPJPmPn,y + PIPJ,yPm,yPn + PIPjPm,ypn,YdQ,
=-/ IJ
him,,hJn,, =
!)Zij
(PI,xPm P ,,Pn + PjPn,y) dQ
(4.27)
PI,, PJ,,PmPn + PI,, PJPmPn,, + PIP J,,Pm, xPn + PI jPm,,pnY dQ,-LfIJ
hmyhJn,, = (p,ypm + pIp m ,y) (PJ,,Pn + PjPn,.,) dQ
(4.28)
Pi,YPJ,xPmPn + PI,yPJPmPn,, + PIPJ,.Pm,yPn + PIPjPmypn,,dQ.
- fIJ
The integration of the term PI,. PJPmPn,, in the Equation (4.25) can be expressed as
PI,x PJPmPn,xdQ = f{ pI
" ii (PJpmpn,,x) }) dQ - P1 ( pJpmpn,x), dQ.
By the divergence theorem, we have
PI,x PiPmPn,x dQ = frij
- j
PIPJPmPn,xnxdS -
PIPJPm,Xpn, dQ,
4" PIPJ,,PmPn, x dQ (4.30)
where F1 is boundary of lens-shape integration domain.
Finally, we have the equation of
PI,, PJPmPn,, dQ + 172ipIpj,xpmpn,xdQ = (4.31)
!Lirj pijpmpn,xnxdS - PIPJPxPnxdQ.
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/L1J (4.29)
Jliij
f~IL
When pm is same as pn, we can substitute the Equation (4.31) into Equation (4.25), then
the equation can be simplified as
(4.32)
i h~m,,hin, dQ = ,j PIPJ,.PmPn + f pipJPmPn,,nx dS.
In the similar way, we can obtain the relation for Equation (4.26)
Pi,,PjPmPn,,dQ + f PiPJ,,PmPn,,d =
f pIpPmPn,,nydS - I PIPJPm,,Pn, dQ.
By substituting Equation (4.33) into Equation (4.26) we have
i him ,YhInyd = f ,, Pi yPypmpndQ + f j PIPJPmPn,,nYdS.
(4.33)
(4.34)
For the improvement of analytical integration on the lens domain, we transformed the orig-
inal equation into more efficient forms. However, It should be noted that these equations
are applicable only when the term pm is identical with the term Pn.
4.3 Numerical integration for method of finite spheres
At this stage, it is needed to classify the kinds of spheres, so we call the sphere which does
not have any intersection with the boundary an inner sphere, the sphere which contacts on
boundary a contact sphere, the sphere which lies on the boundary a boundary sphere, as
shown in Figure 4-5. The inner sphere is entirely in the domain and Q1 ~l F = 0. The in-
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Ff Ff Ff±+Ff
G B1
(a) Inner sphere (b) Contact sphere
rf n B,
lB
U n B,
(c) Boundary sphere on Neumann boundary (d) Boundary sphere on Dirichlet boundary
Figure 4-5: Figures of (a) inner sphere, (b) contact sphere, (c) boundary sphere on Neu-
mann boundary Ff, (d) boundary sphere on Dirichlet boundary r,
tersection of contact sphere and boundary is a point. The boundary sphere has intersection
with either Dirichlet boundary or Neumann boundary.
Since the integrands in Equation (4.1) are not polynomials and are rational functions,
the numerical integration is unavoidable. For the inner spheres which do not have any
intersection with the boundary, we apply a piecewise midpoint rule to integrate the stiffness
values as shown in Figure 4-6 [18].
For the lens shape integration, we also apply a piecewise rule as shown in Figure 4-
7 [18].
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Figure 4-6: Inner sphere integration scheme. Midpoint rule is applied, and the sampling
points are determined by Equations (4.36) and (4.37).
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Figure 4-7: Lens
small piece.
integration scheme, where Aj is the area of a strip, wF is the width of the
Di
B
1 Node J
D
Di
Figure 4-8: A integration scheme for lens domain. Overlapped region is decomposed into
pieces and the variables are calculated.
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4.3.1 Midpoint integration method for the inner sphere
The implementation of numerical integration is performed by subdividing the sphere into
sections which have concentric circular and radial sides. We evaluate the integration value
by using the area as a weighting factor for the numerical integration as:
f f N,, NR
f(x, y)dxdy E Di f yij), (4.35)
i=1 j=1
in which N is the number of the angular sectors and NR is the number of the section in
radial direction. Here x and y can be expressed in the cylindrical coordinate system as
rjcos6; and rjsin9. The locations of integration points can be determined by
j2 -j + 1/3
j - 1/2
9, = (i - 1/2)A0, (4.37)
where AR = RI/NR, AO = 27r/No, and the weighting factor Dij is (j - 1/2)AO(AR ) 2.
4.3.2 Integration on the lens domain
To integrate on the lens shape region of intersections of two spheres, we need to have
special rules. In this section, we explain the existing scheme for numerically evaluating
f f f (x, y)dxdy, where Qjj is intersection of sphere I and sphere J.
For the lens shape domain integration as illustrated in Figure 4-7, the intersections of
two spheres are defined as the point A and the point B, and the number of sections along
this AB direction is chosen as Ny. We subdivide the lens into slivers which have the same
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width, then for each sliver we find the integration points to have the same weighting factor.
We draw a horizontal line 1j passing through the center line of each strip. Now we can set
a set of points such that 1j = EN wF. This quadrature rule can be described as [26]
Nx Ny
f (x, y)dxdy ~ Dijf (xi, yj), (4.38)
ffn I J i=1 j=1
A w
Dij =(4.39)
3
where A3 is the area of the Jth strip, wif is the width of the small rectangular piece, and Dij
is the integration weighting factor.
For the implementation of the lens integration rule, we need to calculate the factors A.
and 1j. We consider spheres overlapped as in Figure 4-8. For the sphere I setting the node
I as the origin of coordinate system, we have the equations as
x2 + y2 = R, (4.40)
S= R12 y 2, (4.41)
y = R 1 sin 6. (4.42)
Corresponding to the given height y, we can determine the angle 6,
6 = arcsin . (4.43)
RA
Assuming that node I is located on the origin of the cartesian coordinate, the area can be
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obtained by the equation
Rd 2
R J2 COS2 OdO = RI E+ sin]202 ] -
Then the area of the jth strip can be determined by
dA = RI2 0+ 
sin 20 12
- D1 dAB,
612= arcsin
011 = arcsin
D, - (j - 1)dAB]
R1
Dr -(jjdAB'
R,
The height of center line for jth strip is
Y = AB/2 - (j -
To calculate 1j, we need to separate it into left part and right part, and the equations are
(4.49)
(4.50)
(4.51)
1 = lR2 y 2 - D,
lI j = R2 _I yj2 - ( D - DI),
ii = ii, + ii.
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I xdy =f (4.44)
where
(4.45)
(4.46)
(4.47)
11dAB). (4.48)
4.4 New integration scheme for the inner spheres and bound-
ary spheres
The integrands of the method of finite sphere are highly complicated. However, we have
some good characteristic which we can utilize for the improvement of numerical integra-
tion. First, the shape function has compact support although the sphere overlaps with oth-
ers. Therefore, we can divide the domains into several subdomains which can be described
more neatly within the subdomains.
We recall the Shepard partition of unity functions
p1 (x) - N , - 1,2, ... , N. (4.52)
=1 Wj(x)'
The derivatives in x- and y-directions can be obtained as
W, N
pI,(x) WI, - N WI N 1 (4.53)
=1 W j- Ej_1 W'
W, NW1 1
pi1,T(x) = N1 E Waj Z . (4.54)
= W e 1 Wd
In the improved equations, we are asked to calculate the integrands of p2,mp an MpPmn,
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Subsection 0start Oend R1 R 1
I start end R} R2
~I I Iif I1^ Rj 111 9start 9efd R~1  R 2
III 9start oend Ri11  R 21
IV Ostat 0 end RIy R 2
Table 4.1: Establishment of subsections for sphere integration.
2
aPInmi.,,p By substituting the Shepard functions into the terms, we have
PI xPmPn WI, - W i
=J1 Wi J=1
p PmPn = 
- W
ZI= 1 W J=1
, 
N
91,, p1,,PmPn =W1, - W 1 W
x PmPnX z'i w4
-2
TX/I PmPn 2
.== Wi
-2
W [m- " 2 ,
. W,
, W1 W1 W1 N W
_J1 Wi J=1
We have a common factor W in above equations as a denominator and near the
boundary of the weighting function, this value becomes very small when the overlapping
ratio is small. In this case, the values of Equations (4.55) to (4.57) are scaled by the factor of
1/ [Z_ 1 w] . Therefore, on this overlapped region, the integrands in Equations (4.55) to
(4.57) have relatively large values with intensive variations. Another important observation
is that the terms of {pp.} are {1, x, y, xy, x 2, y2 }. Since the span of the local basis is
{1, x, y} which has the origin at the center of sphere, it is possible to divide the sections
regarding x- and y- coordinates.
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(4.55)
(4.56)
(4.57)
To calculate more accurately in those regions, we need to determine the numerical
integration sections adaptively as shown in Figure 4-9. For the inner sphere as shown in
Figure 4-9-(a), we divide the whole domain into four subdomains (0 < 0 < 0.57r, 0.57r <
0 < 7r,pi K 0 K 1.57r, 1.57r < 0 < 27r), namely section I, II, III, and IV, since the basis of
the integrands contains x and y as a component.
For example, we introduce R1 and R2 for the section I. R' is the starting range of the
integration in radial direction and is obtained calculating distance from the origin of Jth
sphere to the boundary of other spheres. From 0 to R', the integrands are null since at
integration points where it has only one weighting function. Hence pj (x) is unity and the
derivatives are zeros (pj,(x) = 0, p~y(x) = 0). Therefore, we eliminate the unnecessary
computations. The integration ends at R 2 and another integration start from R 2 to radius of
the sphere J. R2 is determined considering least overlap with neighbor spheres. Similarly,
01 is the starting range of the integration in the tangential direction and 02 is the end of
integration angle. Therefore we have (R', R , RI1, Rf 1,- , R IvR V) for a sphere J.
For the inner spheres, we have eight sectors and the integration is
fRp f R(I) f2
f(r, )r drd6 = // f(r, )r drd6 + f(r, )r drd6
1 
"1(4.58)
2 n2 R(I) 02
- -+fR ] f (r, 6)r drd6 + f ] f (r, 6)r drd6
R' UjV R 2  fO1v
IV fI~V IV
We apply the midpoint rule for each sector to integrate. For the boundary spheres, we need
to divide sectors more carefully. Only sectors which exist in the domain are considered as
shown in Figure 4-9-(b).
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Section I
Rl'
R1
Rizil
Section III Section IV
(a) sphere J
Section II
Boundary
Section I
(b)
Figure 4-9: New integration scheme for the inner sphere. (a) The sphere J is divided into
four domains based on the angle and determine neighboring spheres which are located in
each region of angle. (b) Boundary sphere.
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Generate LM matrix
-O- L Generate Side table
Establish K matrix
READ ADINA DATA
- point data
- material data (E,v)
- element data
- loading data
Calculate Stresses
Generate Boundary table
Figure 4-10: Automatic radius calculation scheme.
4.5 Automatic generation of spheres in MFS
In the MFS, one of the important tasks is automatic generation of spheres, which includes
the detection of boundary and the determination of radii of all the spheres. There is only
one restriction that the union of spheres must cover the whole domain without emptiness
for generating these approximation functions.
We adopt an practical way to generate spheres by using ADINA input data. This choice
gives us several advantages such as usage of the powerful node generating scheme of AD-
INA and convenient result comparison with the exact same node distribution in FEM solu-
tion. Figure 4-10 shows the procedure to obtain necessary information from ADINA data
file and to calculate radii of spheres. The program STAPMFS has been developed from
STAP program to implement the MFS method. The first important stage consists of estab-
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Establish force vector
Solve the equations
Z"""T
Side Table
N1 N2 Flag
Node2 1 2 0
2 3 0
Element No/Element 3 1 3 1 +
Element I Node I - ' 
0 Repeated
1 3 -
2 3 1
1 3 1
Element 2
rNode 
3
Figure 4-11: Edge table generation scheme. Each row of the edge table contains infor-
mation about the nodes that are on an element edge. The format is (Ni,N2,flipping flag),
where NI and N2 are the nodes connected be the edge and the flipping flag takes on a value
of zero if the order is N2 < NI in the original connectivity and a value of 1 if the original
order is reversed.
lishing a edge table and a boundary table. This information saved in these two tables is
used to detect the intersection with spheres and domain boundaries.
The process of generating the "edge table" from the raw data is described in Figure 4-
11. Each row has components of NI, N2, and flipping flag, in which NI and N2 are nodes
on a edge of a element. When the element connecting sequence is descending order, the flag
is unity, otherwise, the value is null. This information designates the boundary line vector
which is counter clockwise. The same NI and N2 values appear when the edge is not on
the boundary because the edge is common to two elements. By eliminating repeated values
in the edge table, we can get the boundary table. The boundary table has the information
about the boundary nodes and the sequences.
As a next stage, we categorize spheres into three kinds of spheres (inner sphere, contact
sphere, boundary sphere.) The pure sphere does not contact with boundary and purely in-
side the domain, contact sphere contacts with boundary line, so the intersection is a point,
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e Neighborhood node
Inner sphere
Figure 4-12: Inner sphere: The radius is determined by average value of node-distance of
neighboring nodes.
and boundary sphere is located on boundary. For the inner sphere, the radius is determined
by average value of node-distance of neighboring nodes as shown in Figure 4-12. The
radius of contact sphere is the radius which imposes the contact condition with boundary
the boundary as in Figure 4-13, and the boundary sphere has minimum length of distances
to adjacent two nodes shown in Figure 4-14. We implemented our auto sphere generation
scheme for various geometries frequently met in mechanical analysis as illustrated in Fig-
ure 4-15 to Figure 4-17. In the first example, there is a plate with two holes and 175 spheres
cover entire domain properly. Contact spheres were generated to touch the boundary and
centers of boundary spheres are aligned along the boundary properly. Second example in
Figure 4-16 is annular section and 37 spheres cover the domain. In the third example a
quarter of a plate with a hole is covered by 168 spheres.
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Neighborhood node
Figure 4-13: Contact sphere: Node (I) has at least two neighborhood nodes which require
special attention. The normal distance from node I to adjacent edges are computed and the
minimum distance is adopted as radius
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T
Neighborhood node
-0 2
Figure 4-14: Boundary sphere: The boundary nodes are obtained from the boundary table.
The radius of the sphere at a boundary node is selected as the minimum of the two nearest
neighbor distances. The included angles 01 and 02 are used in the numerical integration
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175 spheres
6-
5-
4-
3-
2-
1 --
0-
-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Figure 4-15: Example of auto sphere generation: The plate has two holes and sphere gener-
ation is implemented automatically. 175 spheres are distributed to cover the whole domain.
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Figure 4-16: Example of auto sphere generation: For the annular section sphere generation
is implemented automatically. 37 spheres are distributed to cover the whole domain.
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Figure 4-17: Example of auto sphere generation: For the quarter of a plate which has a
hole sphere generation is implemented automatically. 168 spheres are distributed to cover
the whole domain.
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Figure 4-18: Convergence comparison of finite element method and method of finite
spheres.
4.6 A numerical result
The improved formulation was used to solve some typical two dimensional linear elastic
problems. Here we consider a cantilever plate in plane strain conditions, subjected to uni-
form pressure loading; we use Young's modulus E = 100, Poisson's ratio v = 0.3, L = 1,
and p = 1. For the finite element solution, we use 4-node elements in 4 x 4, 8 x 8, and
16 x 16 element meshes, and for the method of finite spheres 1 x 1, 2 x 2, and 4 x 4 nodal
arrangements were employed.
Figure 4-18 shows the results of convergence in strain energy. The figure shows that
the method of finite spheres results in the same order of convergence (as expected), but the
error is much smaller for a given number of nodal points.
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Chapter 5
Coupling of Finite Elements and Finite
Spheres
5.1 Introduction
For several decades, the development of the finite element method has been pursued and is
now efficient for complex structures or domains. However, the finite element method is ex-
pensive in preparing the mesh and in some cases, notably in nonlinear analysis, mesh regen-
erations may be necessary and are costly. On the other hand, meshless techniques eliminate
the mesh generation procedure in the analysis, but are confronting difficulties in numerical
integration, namely, the integrands are not rational functions. Also, the essential boundary
conditions are not as easily imposed as in the finite element method. To overcome these
difficulties, some effort was made to couple the finite element method/boundary element
method and meshless techniques [27-29]. The coupling of the finite element method and
meshless techniques enables to utilize mutual advantages. The basic idea is that finite ele-
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ments are employed for the domain which is easily meshed and does not need re-meshing
and the meshless elements are modeling the domain which is difficult to mesh and may
need remeshing in nonlinear analysis. However, the major difficulty with the coupling is
to enforce the displacement compatibility on the interface boundary between the meshless
domain and the finite element domain and ensure the continuity of the displacements and
possibly derivatives. Although some methods for the coupling were proposed, the first or-
der consistency in the coupled domain was not ensured. In this chapter, we propose a new
coupling scheme using finite elements and finite spheres [18,30]. We consider the 4-node
finite element in the coupling with finite spheres and achieve continuity of the stress and
strain fields in the domain of overlap.
We also propose another coupling scheme in case we simply want to enrich the interpo-
lation in the finite element domain. In this method, the finite sphere bases are added to the
existing finite element interpolations. This approach provides adaptability and versatility
since it is possible to add or remove spheres adaptively. The spheres can be added in local
areas of the entire analysis domain and the solution then depicts high order regularity in
displacements, stresses, and strains fields.
The promising application area of the new coupling scheme are stress concentration
analysis and crack propagation simulation. Cracks grow in arbitrary direction under mixed
loading conditions. To trace the propagation of each crack, the propagation direction should
be analyzed. Our new coupling schemes have great advantages since we can employ
spheres at the crack tip to enrich the approximation functions. It is not required to gen-
erate a finer mesh at each step at the cracks and we can use the basic mesh for the entire
analysis.
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5.2 Coupling finite element discretizations with finite sphere
discretizations
In the formulation to couple the finite element and finite sphere discretizations, we need to
categorize regions in the domain and construct the shape functions in the entire domain.
As illustrated in Figure 5-1-(a), we have originally Nei finite elements and Nspheres finite
spheres and they have overlapped subdomains which we call "coupled" domain. We cat-
egorize the whole domain into three different domains as shown in Figure 5-1-(b). We
call QFE the domain which does not have any overlapping with finite spheres, QFE-FS the
coupled domain which is the union of finite elements that overlaps with spheres, and QFS
the pure finite sphere domain which consists of spheres.
The domain {Q0 , k E M} denotes an individual finite element subdomain, {F -FS, k E
A} means a coupled element subdomain and {ES, k E S} is for a sphere subdomain.
The nodal coefficient vector consists of values corresponding to the degrees of freedoms
of the finite elements and the finite spheres as
UT = [u 1 u 2 . .. U NFEM I1 .11 ... - p,,es Np,] (5.1)
where the coefficients u= [u= v1 ] and am = [urm Vjm]. NFEM is the total number of
finite element nodes, Nspheres the number of finite spheres, and Npol the number of terms
in the polynomials of the spheres used. For the index 0, 1, 2 we have Np,, = 3.
For the pure finite element subdomain Q(k) we have only the conventional shape func-
tions hFE(x). In the pure finite sphere subdomain belonging to the sphere I, the shape
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Nei Finite elements
NAspheres Spheres
(a)
~FE
(1)
92FE-FS
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(A)'f
(b)
Figure 5-1: Coupling finite element discretized domains with finite spheres discretized
domains: (a) Coupling scheme and (b) computational domain decomposition. We call
QFE the domain which does not have any overlapping with finite spheres, QFE-FS the
union of finite elements which have non-zero overlap with spheres, and QFS the region
which consists of spheres.
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* Finite element node
* Enriched node
(1)QFE
(2)
OFE
Finite elements
+
0
Coupled elements
Figure 5-2: Enriching a finite element discretization with finite spheres: We call QFE the
domain which is not enriched with finite spheres, and QFE-FS, the domain of finite ele-
ments enriched with spheres. It should be noted that there is no pure finite sphere domain.
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QFE QFE-FS
I
functions are hIM (x). The construction of shape functions can be achieved by multiplying
local basis to the Shepard function with the relation of him = p, (x) pm(x) as in [13]. The
coupling subdomains have the shape function hFE-FS(x) which correspond to the finite
element and h FE-FS(X) corresponding to the finite spheres.
5.2.1 Construction of shape function on coupled domain
For details of the shape functions on QFE and QFE, we refer to [2,13]. Using the partition
of unity, we obtain the equations for the shape functions for subdomain £FE-FS of the
form
hFE-FS(x) (x) I= 1, 2,... , Nsere, (5.2)I X W(k).. Npes
PIEFS(x) W() I= 1,2,...,Nspheres, (5.3)
h FE-FS(X) _ pEFS(X)pm(X). (5.4)
where W(k) is the total sum of all the weighting functions which have non-zero values on
the domain f-FS written as
N(k)
spheres 4
W(k)(x) = WK(x) + hi(x) (5.5)
K=1 I=1
where K is the index set of finite spheres, I is the index set of nodes belonging to the
finite elements, and N(k) = spheres + 4, Here N(k) is the number of spheres whichsphNres spheres
have an intersection with Qk FS, and pm is a local basis. WK is the weighting function
corresponding to the finite sphere K. It should be noted that the summation of weighing
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Figure 5-3: Shape functions hfE-FS(x), h E-FS(X), FE-FS (X), , 4 E-FS W)
hEFS, and hEFS(x) calculated by Equation (5.3) in a 1-dimensional case when
the spheres are located at the both ends, where R 1, R 2 = 1.
4
functions of finite element nodes Z h,(x) is unity in the QFE and QFE-FS, and the hrE(x)
is identical with h1 (x) only in QFE- We keep the partition of unity characteristic, which
ensures that rigid body motion is possible.
As an simple example, we illustrate hFE-FS(x) and hE-FS(x) for the 1-D case in
Figure 5-3. On a 2-node one dimensional element, two spheres are placed centered at each
node of finite element. h, (x) and h2(x) are weighting functions of finite element nodes.
W1 (x) and W2(x) are weighting functions of the finite spheres. The radius of spheres is
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assumed to be unity. Then we have weighting functions
hi(x) 1 - x,
h2(x) =X,
W(x) = 1 - 6x 2 + 8x3 - 3x 4,
W2 (x) = 1 - 61x - 1|2 + 81x - 1- 3x - 114.
Substituting these weighting functions into Equations (5.2) to (5.4), the shape functions
hi(x), h 2 (x), p1 (x), and P2(x) in QFE-FS(X) are
h FE-FS__
h FE-FS _2 W
FE-FS
FE-FS( _
hi(x)
hi(x) + h2(x) + W1(x) + W 2(x)'
h2(x)
hi(x)+h 2(x)+W1(x) +W 2(x)'
W1(x)
hi(x) + h2(x) + W1(x) + W 2(x)'
W 2(x)
2 hi(x) + h2 (x) + W1(x) + W 2(x)
By the relation hE-FS(X) = PE-FS(x)pm, hE-FS(x) and h21 (x) are obtained as
(5.6)
(5.7)
As shown in Figure 5-3, the shape functions are smooth within the subdomain as expected.
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hE-FS(X) pFE-FS(x) (x -- X1)
h E-FS(x) (x - X2).
5.2.2 Displacement-based method
We consider the following variational statement for linear elasticity
Find u E H 1 (Q) such that
ET(v)CE(u)dQ - I [ET(v)CNTu + VTNCe(u)] dF
= v TfB dQ + f vfsd -( eT(v)CNTu 'dF Vv E H1 (Q)
2 fr f Jru
(5.8)
where c = [EX '-yl ]T, H1 (Q) is the first order Hilbert space, u is the displacement field,
E and T are the strain and stress vectors, fs is the prescribed surface traction vector on the
Dirichlet boundary rf, us is the prescribed displacement vector on the boundary IF, f0 is
the body force vector, and N is defined as
0
ny
(5.9)
Note that we use this variational statement for the complete analysis domain, but in the
"pure" finite element domain (QFE) we have ulru = 0 and u r,. =ur. = 0 so that the
expression simplifies into the usual principle of virtual work [31].
5.2.3 Formulation in the "pure" finite element domain QFE
In the domain {QFE : U Q(k), Q(k) n Ospheres = 0}, where Q(k) is the finite element
subdomain and Qpheres is the union of all spheres, the finite elements do not overlap with
finite sphere, and considering 4-node elements, the displacement field and strains are those
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nx
N =
0
computed in the conventional finite element method [2]
4
UFE (x) - ZHYE(x)uI,
I=1
4
'EEFE (x) = F ZY(X) uI,
(5.10)
(5.11)
where u T = [u, v1 ] in which u1 and v, are x- and y- directional nodal displacements
respectively. The terms HE(x) and B.E(x) are as follows:
HfEx =
BIE (x)
h E(x)
0
[hf(x)
(5.12)
0 ]
h FE(
0
0 hFE(x)
hF(x) h FE(x)
(5.13)
where I denotes the index of nodes of finite elements. The force vector for the node I due
to surface traction fV on the kth element can be obtained as
tFE = l HFETfsd',
fS = .:
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where
(5.14)
(5.15)
5.2.4 Formulation in "pure" finite sphere domain QFS
In the domain {QFS Q\(QFE U QFE-FS)}, which we call pure finite sphere domain, the
displacements and strains for the subdomain Q are [18]
uQFS (X) =
E6FS (X) =
Nspheres
I: 1H (X)ajn,
J=1 nEQ
Nspheres
B 5BF(x)aJn,
J=1 nEQZ
(5.16)
(5.17)
where N,,sphre,, is the number of all the spheres, ! is an index set corresponding to mh
degree of freedom of 1 th sphere, aan = [ugn VJn], span {Pm(x)} = {1, x, y}. Displace-
m=0,1,2
ment interpolation matrix H jF (x) and displacement-strain matrix BF(x) for finite sphere
J with the degree of freedom n are
H (x) = [h(x)
0
(5.18)
0]
hJFS(X)
BJ (x) =
h (x) 0
0 h~jf(x)
FS (x) h Fx(x)
(5.19)
The force vector for the sphere I and local basis Pm due to surface traction fs on the kth
sphere is
fFs = H FST PH.HIM fd
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(5.20)
On the other hand, if the sphere corresponding to sphere I has nonzero intersection on the
Dirichlet boundary, then we have
N
FS= ZZKU n aJn - fUF,
J=1 nEa
(5.21)
where
KUFJ =fIm J fu BI H NCB FdF + BT CNT H FdFfrunB 1
and
fUF =IM Jr. BI
B TCNTusdF.
5.2.5 Formulation in the coupled domain
In the domain of {QFE-FS : U Q(k), Q(k) Qspheres 7 0} which is the union of fi-
nite element domains, which have non-zero intersection with spheres, and we call it as
QFE-FS. The displacement field in the subdomain Q0 -FS consists of shape functions of
hFE-FS(x) and h FS(x) as
4
unFE-S(x) = hE-FS(X)Ui +
I=1
VQFE-FS(x) =
4
EhyE-FS (X)vI
I=1
Nspheres
E Z -FS (X)Un,
J=1 nCG
Nspheres
+ S Fh-FS (X)vjn,
J=1 nEQ
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(5.22)
(5.23)
(5.24)
(5.25)
where the new shape functions are derived by Equations (5.2) and (5.3),
hYE-FS(X)
hFs(X) =
h(x)
W(k) (
The strains in the domain -FS are
4
E6X(x) = h FEFS(X)Ui +
I=1
4
6,y(x) = Eh E-FS(X)vi +
I=1
4
Nspheres
E Eh F-FS (X)Ugo
J=1 nEGa
Napheres
F4(X)Vgn
J=1 nE -
4
(5.28)
(5.29)
Eh(X) hFE-FS(X)Ui + 5h FFS X)vI
I=1
Nspheres
I=1
+ S h-FS (X)UJn +
J=1 nEZa
In matrix form, this displacement and strain fields are expressed as
UPFE-FS(x) =
E6FE-FS(X) =
EH E-FS (x)u,
4
B E-FS (X)U,
I=1
Nspheres
-F EH  -FS(X)aQn
J=1 nEGa
Nspher es
+ S B -FS(X)aJn
J=1 nEQ
where the displacement matrix HFE-FS(x) and strain-displacement matrix BYE-FS
for node I are
HYE-FS
[E-FS
0
0
hFE-FSx]
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(5.26)
(5.27)
Nspheres
S 5h E'_FS(X)Vjn
J=1 nEQ
(5.30)
(5.31)
(5.32)
(5.33)
B E-FS (x
hIfF (X) 0
0FE-FS(X)
hy E-FS ( hFE-FS
and the displacement matrix H -FS(x) and strain-displacement matrix B FE-FS(X) for
node J with degree of freedom n are
H jF-FS
B--F(x
h FE-FS
0
[h --FS X
h FFS X
(5.35)
h F-FS
0
h --FS(X)
where the x- and y- derivatives of h1 (x) are
hY E-FS(X)=
hFEFS(X) =
hN(k)
K=1
h 1 -
N(k)
W(k) ZWK,y
K=1
(5.37)
(5.38)
The derivatives of p1(x) are
FE-FS()
pIX (X)
FE-FS (X)PI,Y-
F I, WI N(k)
W (k) ZWK,x
K=1
W I
N(k)
W(k) ZWK,Y
K=1
1
W(k)'
1
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(5.34)
0 h-FS(X) (5.36)
1
1{k),
W{k)',
(5.39)
(5.40)
0
hE-FS _ E-FS (E-FS(X)pm,
IM" (X PIX X +PYEFX~PM,
hEFS _ FE-FS (E-FSX
The individual stiffness values for the domain Q -FS can be obtained as
KFE-FS
K FE-FS
K E-FS
K E-FS
(k)
FE-FS
J(k)
FE-FS
f(k)
FE-FS
(k)
F-FS
BYE-FST(x)C B E-FS(x)dQ,
BE-FST(x)C B F-FS(x)dQ,
BE-FST (x)C B E-FS(x)dQ,
BE-FST(x)C B F-FS(x)dQ.
If the coupled subdomain has nonzero intersection on the Neumann boundary, The
vector FpE-FS for the node I belonging to the coupled subdomain QFE-FS is
f FE-FS fl E-FST (x)fdP
and the vector ^ FE-FS for the mt degree of freedom of node I belonging to the finite
sphere on the Q(k) sFE-FS i
f ^FE-FS iffOAFIm - H E-FST (x)fsd.
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and
(5.41)
(5.42)
(5.43)
(5.44)
(5.45)
(5.46)
(5.47)
(5.48)
On the other hand, if the sphere corresponding to sphere I has nonzero intersection on
the Dirichlet boundary, then we have
Nf FE-FS = Z ( KUIE-FS fE-FS (5.49)
J=1 nEGa
where
KUE-,FS = H FE-FSNCB F-Fsd]F
- frU n ank E-FS IM 
(5.50)
± B -FSTCNT Hf-FSdF
+ run F.?-FS
and
fiFE-FS B FE-FSTCNTusdr. (5.51)
= frunFE-ES
In the Equation (5.43), the index IJ means that the value represents the interaction with
finite element node I and node J. The index IJn and ImJ means that the value has
correlation with finite element node I and finite sphere J with nth mode. The index ImJn
means correlation with sphere I of mth mode and sphere J of nth mode.
It should be noted that when a finite element does not have any overlap with a sphere at
an integration point, there is not any contribution from finite spheres. Therefore, in this spe-
cific case at the integration point the correlation terms (Kim j,KIJn) between finite element
nodes and finite spheres becomes zero and there is no contribution from any spheres.
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5.2.6 Assemblage of stiffness matrix and force vector
The total strain energy in the first term of Equation (5.8) is the summation of strain energies
in the domains of QFE, FS and QFE-FS as:
I ETCcdQ = LFE ETCedQ + E TC d + LFE-FS ETCEdQ.LEFS
By substituting Equations (5.11), (5.17) and (5.32) into Equation (5.52), we have
ET CEdQ = V
ET CEdQ = V
E CTEdQ = V
E
kEM LFE
k{S FS
B CB )dQ(k) U
B SCB (d(k)
kEM
U,
where M is the index of the finite element subdomains, M is the index of the coupled
subdomains, and S is the index of the pure finite sphere subdomains. substituting into
Equation (5.52), the total stiffness matrix for the assemblage is obtained as:
B(k CB(kdQ(m)
LFS
B CB(kdQ(k)
(5.56)
/L2FE-FSB -(k) CB(k) dQ(k)EF FE-ES
The discretized system corresponding to node I c M is written as
5 K1juj + KIJnaJn = fI + f,
JEL JE]CnGZ
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(5.52)
/LFE
/LFE-FS
(5.53)
(5.54)
(5.55)B (k) CB (k)-F Q(k) U,
K =
kEM LFE
(5.57)
fsFE-FS
and the system equation corresponding to node I E K with degree of freedom m is
JeK1juJ
JEG
+ jKmJnaJn = fIm + fjm,
JE)CnE
where the terms of k1 and fim are considered when the subdomain has nonzero intersection
with If as
fim=
HifsdF,
HmfsdF.
(5.59)
(5.60)
On the other hand, when the coupled element has nonzero intersection with 17, f, and fim
are
fI = KUijuj +
JEC
fim =ZKUmjunj
JEt:
-ZKUJnaJn,
JECKnE
+ ZZKUmJnaJn.
JE CnEZa
It should be noted that the terms of fi and fim are calculated as in Equations (5.61) and
(5.62) only when the r, has intersection with spheres, or the terms are ignored.
5.3 Imposing the Dirichlet boundary condition
In the finite element method, we can impose restraints on F, by eliminating corresponding
degrees of freedom at nodes since the shape function of the finite element formulation have
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(5.58)
(5.61)
(5.62)
(a) (b)
Figure 5-4: Various kinds of Dirichlet boundary conditions: (a) u"
is fixed and ul is free, and (c) U" is freed and u' is fixed.
Fu
Un , U'= 0
(c)
and u' are fixed, (b) u"
the Kronecker delta property. However, the shape functions him(x) along the Dirichlet
boundary of the coupling method have zero values at each nodes when m is not 0. There-
fore, it is required to impose the Dirichlet boundary conditions more carefully.
We consider three cases: (a) u" and ut are fixed, (b) U" is fixed and u is free, (c) U" is
free and ut is fixed as illustrated in Figure 5-4. In this chapter, we describe how to impose
the Dirichlet boundary condition for each case.
5.3.1 When the restraint is applied in both normal and tangential di-
rections
We consider first the fixed displacement boundary condition u = 0 on Fu.
KUImJn = H FE-FSTNCB F-FSdP + j BE-FSTCNT H F-Fdr,
KUIJn = HYE-FSTNCB F-FSdF + BYE-FSTCNTH FSdF,
KUjj = j HE-FSTNCB FE-FSdP + BYE-FSTCNT H E-FSdP.
Jru Jr
(5.63)
(5.64)
(5.65)
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U"= 0, U' t
7U
U"n= 0, U';, 0
In the Equation (5.63), I and J are in M. In Equation (5.64), I is in A" and J is in M. In
Equation (5.65), both I and J are in M In the explicit form of Equation (5.63) to (5.65) we
have
{Cinxh -E-FS + n3 3 nyh FES
+ h -FS {Cnxh E-FS ±
KUImjn(2, 1) = hFE-FS yC21y hhFS +
+ h F-FS {C 2inxh E-FS +
KUImjn(1, 2) = h F-FS E12nx FS +
KUImjn(2, 2)
C 33 nyh FE-FS
C33 x FnS}
C 3 3 ny hFE
(5.66)
(5.67)
(5.68)
FS }
C33 nh -FS
+ h F-FS E12nh FES + C 3 3 nxh FEFS
= h --FS 22ny FEES + C 33 ny FhFS
+ h FEFS C22nh -FS C3 3 nxh EFS
(5.69)
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KUmjn(1, 1) = h -FS
Similarly, KU 1Ij can be derived as
KU 1;j(1, 1) = hYE-FS {C-ixhy-FS + C 3 3 n h F(57S
I I n,. Y n~y(5.70)
+ h -FS CnhFE-FS + C 3 3 r hy E-FS
KU 1In(2, 1) = hE-FS C2 -nh-FS + C 3 3xhFS
KUI(, 2) YF {C x + C33n y ~(5.71)
+ h E-FS {Cnxh FE-FS + C 3 3 h FEFS
KU 1Jn(1, 2) = hE-FS {C1 2 nxh E-FS + C33 y FS
I I J~y Y n,,,(5.72)
+hFE-FS hC n h-FS 33xF E-FS
KUI;n(2, 2) = h FE-FS C22 yh F-FS & 3 hi ~FS
(5.73)
+ h FE-FS CnhFE-FS + C 3 3xhEFS
Also,
KU 1j(1, 1) = hE-FS Cin7FE-FS + C33 h FE-FS
I J''; Y ily(5.74)
+ hFE-FS {CinxhYE-FS + C 33 n hy E-FS
KU 1j(2, 1) = hYE-FS {C 2 1n hFE-FS + C 3 3 hFE-FS
I Y J x + 3 3 n x i l y( 5 . 7 5 )
+ hFE-FS {C 2 nxhFE-FS ± C 33 hy FEFS
KU 1j(1, 2) = hYE-FS {C12 nxhf E-FS + C33 yhFE-FS
I J ' YY J ' x( 5 . 7 6 )
+ hE-FS Cnh FE-FS 33xFE-FS+ hi~ {C 12 nhYEI' + C33 nxhiy~F
KU 1j(2, 2) = hE-FS {C 2 2 nh-FS + C3 3 myhFE--FS
I h s {'yE + C3 3 nyh s }(5.77)
+ h FE-FS C2h E-FS + C33nxh F-S
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5.3.2 When the restraint is applied only in the normal direction or the
tangential direction
When the restraint condition is a roller support as shown in Figure 5-4 (b) and (c), only the
normal or the tangential direction movement is suppressed. Therefore, we need to consider
special handling for the imposition of these boundary conditions.
We can rewrite the second term of Equation (5.8) as
/ [T(v)CNTu + VTNCc(u)] dF j f"(v)u + f"(u)vdP. (5.78)
Using force and displacement terms, we can decompose the force term into normal and tan-
gential components. The surface traction term fu due to the Dirichlet boundary condition
can be decomposed into normal and tangential components as
f fnu n + f;t, (5.79)
where f, is the normal traction and ftu is tangential traction, normal directional vector
n = Inx n V]T and tangential directional vector t = [-ny nx ]T. Here we can calculate fn"
and fn as
fl = o- -n (5.80)
f" -= (--n) -n (5.81)
f= (- -n) - t (5.82)
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where Cauchy stress tensor matrix is
[011 012 1
jf2i U22J
(5.83)
The displacement field also can be decomposed into normal directional displacement u,
and tangential directional displacement ut as
U" = ufn + utt. (5.84)
Substituting Equations (5.81) and (5.82) into Equation (5.78), we obtain
r UET(v)CNTU + VTNCE(u)dP = r" f,(v)u, + ft'(v)utdf (5.85)
+ j fn(u)vn +
Jr
ft" (u)vt dF
The integrand terms in the Equation (5.85) can be classified into normal and tangential
direction terms. The first two terms on the right hand side are transformed as
(V) U = VT BT CNTnnT HU
ftu(v)ut = VTBT CNTttT HU
(5.86)
(5.87)
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Figure 5-5: Stresses on the inclined surface. n is normal vector to the inclined surface and
t is tangential direction vector.
The last two terms on the right hand side are
f,(u)v, = VT HnnTNCBU,
ft"(u)vt = VT HttTNCBU,
(5.88)
(5.89)
where B can be either B, or Bim, and also H can be H, or Him according to the corre-
sponding degree of freedom.
In matrix form, Equation (5.85) can be rewritten as
KU = KU + KUt, (5.90)
where KU" is contributed by the normal directional displacement on I', and KUt by the
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01
tangential directional displacement.
KUimjn KU~mjn + KU'mjn.
For the sphere I and sphere J corresponding to the degree of freedom m and n, we have
KUImJn = KUnmjn + KUmn,
where
KU'mJn =
KUImJn =
BimCnfTHJndF + H mnnTCBJnd,
BimCttT HjndF + f HmttT CBnd]P.
IM. fr UIM
5.4 Enriching the finite element functions
When we do not have a pure finite sphere domain as illustrated in Figure 5-2, we can simply
use the scheme to enrich the finite element functions. Since finite element shape functions
satisfy the partition of unity principle already, it is possible to add spheres adaptively. Then
the equations for the shape functions in QFE-FS are of the forms
hFE-FS(x) = h, 12, ... , N
FEE (X) I
pE--FS(xI) I = 1) 2, ... ,N
h FE-FSX __ FE-FS(X)pm(x).
(5.95)
(5.96)
(5.97)
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(5.91)
(5.92)
(5.93)
(5.94)
And the displacement fields in the coupled subdomains can be approximate by the equa-
tions of
U(k)__(x -
U E-FS (X)-
(X =(f2EF(X)
N(k)4 pheres
Eh FE-FS(X)Uj +F1: X h FE,
~ h~F~ (x j + ZhF(X)UJn,
I=1 J=1 nEGa
N(k)4 heres
Jh FE-FS -FSI+ X U FE.FI J=± () EVJn
I=1 J=1 nEZJ
Since E4 1 hj(x) = 1 even without hja term, the partition of unity is satisfied and the
approximation is complete. We add more shape function hyn on top of these bases. The
shape functions of spheres simply enrich the functions of the classical finite elements. The
total stiffness matrix consists of coupled domain integration and finite element domain
integrations as
K = B ()TCB (k)dQ(M)
kEM nFE
+ B --F) CB ( -) k)(k)
kE { FE-FSB FSBEFS
where M is the index of the finite element subdomains, M is the index of the coupled
subdomains.
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(5.100)
(5.98)
(5.99)
FE-FS 0046.hi h2
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Figure 5-6: Shape functions hfE-FS(x), hE-FS(X), pfE-FS(X), 4 E-FS
hEFs , and hEFs(x) in a 1-dimensional case when the spheres are located at the
both ends, where R 1, R 2 = 0.5.
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Chapter 6
Examples of Coupling Methods
6.1 Tension and bending test of coupled elements.
6.1.1 Test geometry and loading conditions
A simple plate was modelled by coupling scheme. We consider the various loading cases
such as tension and moment shown in Figure 6-1. Restraints are applied to eliminate all
rigid body displacements at the left end of the plate, and simple tension and moment are
applied respectively. Two scenarios for the arrangement of spheres were introduced as in
Figure 6-2. In the Figure 6-2 (a) two spheres are located on the right of the each element
and in Figure 6-2 (b) four spheres are arranged on the nodes of the each element.
To simulate mesh refinement, we divided the element into half at each case as illustrated
in Figure 6-3, one FEM element is used in (a) and half of the plate of the original shape
is considered having load applied on the right side of the model in (b). Similarly, more
refinements are implemented in Figure 6-3 (c) to (e). For the calculation of strain energy,
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(a) Tension
M = -1.0
(b) Moment
Figure 6-1: Loading conditions for patch test of the coupling scheme. (a) unit tensile stress
and (b) linear pressure distribution resulting in unit moment load are applied on the right
end of the plate. For the material properties, E = 100 and v = 0.3. Element is under the
plane strain condition
* Finite element node
* Coupled node
_ Node 4
Node 2
Node 1
Node 2
Node 1
Node 3
(a) (b)
Figure 6-2: Sphere arrangements on a 4-node element. (a) Two spheres are located on
the right side of 4-node element and (b) four spheres are placed on each node of4-node
element. The coupled node means that it contains finite element node and finite sphere
node simultaneously.
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. P
P= 1.0
(a) 1 element
W
(c) 4 elements
W
- -
I
(b) 2 elements
W_
(d) 8 elements
(e) 16 elements
Figure 6-3: Element refinements. (a) 1 element, (b) 2 elements, (c) 4 elements, (d) 8
elements, and (e) 16 elements are employed. L is the original length of the plate. W is the
width of the plate with refinements.
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we use the factor (L/W) to make the equivalent strain energy corresponding the case (a).
The radius of sphere is same with the length of a side of the plate (W).
6.1.2 Tension and bending test result of a simple plate
The results with the given geometry and loading condition for the coupled element are
summarized in Table 6.1, and the convergence curve is in Figure 6-4. As expected, with
more coupled elements, the strain energy increases and approaches to the exact value when
the moment is applied to the plate. For the tensional loading, even with one element,
the strain energy is close to the exact value because the 4-node element has capability to
describe the constant strain and stress completely.
Comparing the strain energy in the 2-sphere case-scheme (a) and the 4-sphere case-
scheme (b) in Figure 6-2, when we employ sphere on each node, the strain energy is closer
to the exact value in the 4-sphere case with the same distribution of FEM elements. This
result matches the theoretical principles. In the test, the result shows that the coupling
scheme is better than using only 4-node elements to simulate the physical problems more
accurately.
6.2 Specialized examples
Abrupt changes in cross section give rise to great irregularities in stress distributions. These
irregularities are of particular importance in the design of machine parts subjected to ex-
ternal forces and pressures. Irregularity of stress distributions at such regions means that
at certain points the stress is far above the average value and cracks are likely to start. The
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1 Element
Scheme (a) Scheme (b)
Load SE EQUIV SE Load SE EQUIV SE
T 0.0045500611 0.0045500611 T 0.0045503951 0.0045503951
M 0.0457473490 0.0457473490 B 0.0508169452 0.0508169452
2 Element
Scheme (a) Scheme (b)
Load SE EQUIV SE Load SE EQUIV SE
T 0.0022750284 0.0045500568 T 0.0022751804 0.0045503608
M 0.0260481890 0.0520963780 B 0.0267831226 0.0535662450
4 Element
Scheme (a) Scheme (b)
Load SE EQUIV SE Load SE EQUIV SE
T 0.0011375132 0.0045500526 T 0.0011375758 0.0045502994
M 0.0134871536 0.0539486144 B 0.0135776276 0.0543105104
8 Element
Scheme (a) Scheme (b)
Load SE EQUIV SE Load SE EQUIV SE
T 0.0005687563 0.0045500504 T 0.0005687833 0.0045502664
M 0.0068043401 0.0544347208 B 0.0068161832 0.0545294656
16 Element
Scheme (a) Scheme (b)
Load SE EQUIV SE Load SE EQUIV SE
T 0.0002843781 0.0045500496 T 0.0002843910 0.0045502560
M 0.0034099232 0.0545587712 B 0.0034115350 0.0545845603
Table 6.1: Strain energy of coupled elements in tension and moment. Scheme (a) represents
two sphere allocation on the right side and scheme (b) means four sphere allocation on each
node of 4-node element as shown in Figure 6-2. T means tension and M means moment.
We consider the plane strain condition, E = 100 and v = 0.3. The equivalent strain energy
is calculated by multiplying number of elements. The exact strain energy for tensional
loading is 0.00455 and for bending is 0.0546.
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Figure 6-4: Convergence curves with different sphere allocations shown in Figure 6-2.
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coupling scheme has advantage to depict these kinds of local irregularities since the finite
sphere shape functions are added locally. In this section, we show some example related
to stress concentrations such as plate with a hole and plate with a sharp crack. In the tra-
ditional finite element method, a spatially nonisotropic elements are employed in fracture
mechanics fields. Since it is known that specific stress singularities exist at crack tips, the
use of finite elements that contain the required stress singularities can be effective [2]. Var-
ious elements have been designed and developed, but very simple and attractive elements
can be obtained by distorting the higher-order isoparametric elements.
6.2.1 Plate with a hole
If there is a small circular hole 1 subjected to a uniform pressure as shown in Figure 6-5,
a high stress concentration occurs. The theory shows that the stress concentration is of
very localized characteristic and is confined to the immediate vicinity of the hole. For the
case of 5 < b/a < 8 the results of the approximate calculation agree closely with the
exact solution. However, for the case of b/a < 5 the hole cannot be considered very small
and the basic assumption for the analytical calculation is not satisfied sufficiently [32]. To
explain the stress concentration phenomenon more systematically, we need to understand
the stress concentration factors. The stress concentration factor is defined as the ratio of the
peak stress in the body to a reference stress. Usually the stress concentration factor is Kg,
for which the reference stress is based on the gross cross-sectional area, or Kt, for which
the reference stress is based on the net cross-sectional area. For a two-dimensional element
'The diameter of the hole is less than one-fifth of the width of the plate.
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pressure P
b finite spheres
Li
L2
Figure 6-5: Geometry of a plate with a hole in the middle of the plate. a is the radius of the
hole, b is the half of the width (L 1) of the plate L 2 is the length of the plate and d = 2a is
the diameter of the hole. The plate is subjected to lateral tensile pressure P under the plane
stress condition.
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with a single hole, the formula for these stress concentration factors is
-max = Ktg x or (6.1)
where Ktg is the stress concentration factor based on gross stress, Umax is the maximum
stress, at the edge of the hole, o- is the stress on gross section far from the hole. The stress
concentration factor Ktg can be obtained by the equation
Ktg = 0.284 + -0. 600  1- -) + 1.32  1- d (6.2)
- H H H
The relation with Omax and a is
Umax = Kn X O-n (6.3)
where Ktn is the stress concentration factor based on net (nominal) stress and oa, is the net
stress -/(1 - d/H) [33]. The equation to calculate Ktn is
2dd)2 Il' d"\
K =2 - 0.284 1- - -0.600 1- - +1.32 1 - (6.4)
1- H H ( H H
We consider a plate with a hole which has b = 3.0, a = 0.3, L, = 6, and L 2 = 6. By
applying the Equations (6.2) to calculate the stress concentration factor shown in Figure 6-
6, the value of Kt, is 3.0354. When we analyze with very fine mesh refinement as shown
in Figure 6-7, 4096 9-node elements were employed for the finite element analysis and the
maximum stress value o-xx is 3.008. This result is reasonably close to the analytical value
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
d/H
0.6 0.7
Figure 6-6: Stress concentration factors Ktg and Kt, for the tension of a finite-width thin
plate with a circular hole (Rowland 1929-30).
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Figure 6-7: ADINA result: 4096 9-node elements are used. Stress (a-,,) concentration at
the vicinity of the hole can be observed. The plate has the geometry, boundary condition
and loading condition in Figure 6-5. The Young's modulus is 100 and Poisson ratio is 0.3.
in the plane strain condition. The maximum stress in horizontal direction is 3.008.
of maximum stress -2. Therefore, we assume that the FEM solution is the exact value and
compare the results.
With 16, 64 and 256 elements respectively, we implemented the enriching scheme. As
listed in Table6.2, finite element method using 4-node elements yields the smallest values,
and the enriching scheme gives us better results than 9-node elements.
For the implementation of the enriching scheme, we placed two spheres on the top and
bottom of the hole respectively since it is expected to have stress concentration at those
points. The comparison of the maximum stress value is summarized in Table 6.2.
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A TIME 1.000 z
LI
STRESS-YYN RST CALC
A TIME 1.000[2.925
2.475
2.025
1.575
1.125
0.675
0.225
MAXIMUM
A 3.008
MINIMUM
) -0.06736
A TIME 1.WO
D
NI
A
STRESS-YY
RST CALC
TIME 1.000
1. 395
1.305
-1.215
f 1.125
1.035
0.945
0.855
MAXIMUM
A 1.455
MINIMUM
)I 0.8220
Figure 6-8: Stress (o,) concentration at the vicinity of the hole. The plate has the geome-
try, boundary condition and loading condition in Figure 6-5. The Young's modulus is 100
and Poisson ratio is 0.3 under the plane stress condition. 16 elements (4-nodes) are used.
A TIME I.00
D
11
N
A
STRESS-YY
RST CALC
TIME 1.000
1800
1.620
1.440
*1.260
1.080
0.900
0.720
MAXIMUMA 1.578
MINIMUM
A 0.6354
Figure 6-9: Stress (ox,) concentration at the vicinity of the hole. The plate has the geome-
try, boundary condition and loading condition in Figure 6-5. The Young's modulus is 100
and Poisson ratio is 0.3 under the plane stress condition. 64 elements (4-nodes) are used.
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z- VA TIME 1.000
D
N
A
STRESS-VY
AST CALO
TIME 1.000
2.250
S1.9w0
1.650
1.350
1.050
0.750
0.450
MAXIMUM
M 2.383
MINIMUM
)K 0.3242
Figure 6-10: Stress (o-,) concentration at the vicinity of the hole. The plate has the geom-
etry, boundary condition and loading condition in Figure 6-5. The Young's modulus is 100
and Poisson ratio is 0.3 under the plane stress condition. 256 elements (4-nodes) are used.
No. of elements FEM (4-nodes) FEM (9-nodes) Enriching scheme Error Ueac(%)
16 1.455 1.937 2.464 18.1
64 1.878 2.388 2.649 11.9
256 2.383 2.785 2.957 1.7
Table 6.2: Comparison of maximum stress value (o,) in the plate with a hole shown in
Figure 6-5. The exact value is assumed as 3.008.
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3
2
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Figure 6-11: Stress (o-2) concentration at the vicinity of the hole. The plate has the geom-
etry, boundary condition and loading condition in Figure 6-5. The Young's modulus is 100
and Poisson ratio is 0.3 under the plane stress condition. 16 elements (4-nodes) are used
and the radius of each sphere added on the finite elements is 0.4.
U 3 4 b b
Figure 6-12: Stress (o) concentration at the vicinity of the hole. The Young's modulus is
100 and Poisson ratio is 0.3 under the plane stress condition. 64 elements (4-nodes) are
used and the radius of each sphere added on the finite elements is 0.2.
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63
0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Figure 6-13: Stress (o-22) concentration at the vicinity of the hole. The Young's modulus is
100 and Poisson ratio is 0.3 under the plane stress condition. 256 elements (4-nodes) are
used and the radius of each sphere added on the finite elements is 0.1.
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6.2.2 Plate with a crack
In various applications, such as crack propagation, stress concentration, and etc, we have
local concerning subregion for the analysis. We consider the plate which has a sharp crack
in the middle as shown in Figure 6-14-(a). The plate has fixed boundary at the left ends,
and unit lateral pressure loading is applied to the right at the right side. In the example,
a sphere was located at the tip of the crack. The linear elastic solution for the stress field
around a crack shows that the stress component are always of the same form in terms of
the polar coordinates (r, 9) from the tip.
Near the crack tip, if the point is sufficiently close to the tip, i.e. r < (crack length) ,
displacement fields are [34]
u(x)-- = sin K + 1 - 2 COS2 , (6.5)2 G 2 2[\ J
v(x)- cos C - 1 + 2cos2 (0), (6.6)2G 2irr 2 [\2, 2
where r is the distance from the crack tip, k, is the stress intensity factor which is a measure
of the magnitude of the stress occurring in the highly stressed region at the tip of a crack
in an elastic solid, 0 is the angle as shown in Figure 6-14-(b), G is shear modulus, and KC is
the Kolosov constant defined as
3 - 4v plane strain,
K = (6.7)
(3 - v)/(1 + v) plane stress.
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S4.0 pressure P
0.1
1.0
1.95 19
(a)
pressure P
point A
b
r
h h
(b)
Figure 6-14: (a) geometry of a plate which has a sharp crack in the middle. The Young's
modulus is 100 and the poisson ratio is 0.3. The plate is under the plane strain condition.
(b) local coordinate system.
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The stress fields are approximated by the equations
0'-. (X) = i os 1+sin sin 3 (6.8)
XYY (X) = 2w 0 1 - sin sin -- ) (6.9)
v2irr S(O) 2 2Ni
where stress intensity factor k, is a function of the loading on the cracked configuration and
of the size and shape of the crack and other geometrical boundaries. It has the dimensions
of (stress x /enigith). The factor ko is the normalizing parameter which has the dimensions
of a stress intensity factor.
ko =-- u-a (6.10)
where a is the length of crack, -is the external pressure load. Since we have a/b = 1/3 =
0.333, h/b = 2/3 = 0.666, the equations by Brown and Srawley [35] is used as
= 1.12- 0.23 ( ) +10.6 (a)2- 21.7 (a)'+ 30.4 (a) (6.11)
Substituting a/b = 0.333, we have stress value 4.004 at 0.1 from the crack tip.
The elastic solution predicts infinite stresses at the crack tip (r = 0) which cannot occur
in practice since there is plastic flow in the highly stressed region near the tip. However,
if the region of plastic flow is small, it may be assumed that the behavior of the crack is
determined by the elastic stress intensity factor.
With the refinement the concentration is depicted in the elements around the crack tip.
However, the shape is still blunt and it means we need to refine the element near the crack
tip tremendously to have reasonable shape. The comparison of the maximum - is listed
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Table 6.3: Comparison of maximum value of stress a-, on the crack tip.
in Table. 6.3.
By the enriching coupling scheme, we can depict the concentration of strain more pre-
cisely with reasonable shape. The stress distribution along vertical direction from the crack
tip is as shown in Figure 6-15. When finer mesh is used and spheres are superposed, the
peak stress value is close to the exact analytical value.
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No. of elements FEM (4-nodes) Enriching scheme
16 2.330 3.390
64 3.518 5.188
256 5.203 7.710
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
vertical distance from crack tip
Figure 6-15: Enriching scheme: Stress (ok) distribution along the vertical direction from
the crack tip.
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Figure 6-16: Stress (c-2) concentration at the crack tip. The plate has the geometry, bound-
ary condition and loading condition in Figure 6-14. The Young's modulus is 100 and
Poisson ratio is 0.3 under the plane strain condition. 16 elements (4-nodes) are used.
A TIME 1.=0 zAy
D
STRESS-YY
RST CALC
A 
TIME 1.000
2.133
1.600
1.067
F-0.000
-I- MAXIMUM
A3-51a
MINIMUM
K -0.1309
Figure 6-17: Stress (-2,) concentration at the crack tip. The plate has the geometry, bound-
ary condition and loading condition in Figure 6-14. The Young's modulus is 100 and
Poisson ratio is 0.3 under the plane strain condition. 64 elements (4-nodes) are used.
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W -0018
Figure 6-18: Stress (o,) concentration at the crack tip. The plate has the geometry, bound-
ary condition and loading condition in Figure 6-14. The Young's modulus is 100 and
Poisson ratio is 0.3 under the plane strain condition. 256 elements (4-nodes) are used.
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Figure 6-19: Enriching scheme: Stress (o-2) concentration at the crack tip. The plate
has the geometry, boundary condition and loading condition in Figure 6-14. The Young's
modulus is 100 and Poisson ratio is 0.3 under the plane strain condition. 16 elements (4-
nodes) are used and the radius of each sphere added on the finite elements is 0.5.
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
Figure 6-20: Enriching scheme: Stress (o-,,) concentration at the crack tip. The plate
has the geometry, boundary condition and loading condition in Figure 6-14. The Young's
modulus is 100 and Poisson ratio is 0.3 under the plane strain condition. 64 elements (4-
nodes) are used and the radius of each sphere added on the finite elements is 0.25.
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Figure 6-21: Enriching scheme: Stress (o2 ) concentration at the crack tip. The plate
has the geometry, boundary condition and loading condition in Figure 6-14. The Young's
modulus is 100 and Poisson ratio is 0.3 under the plane strain condition. 256 elements
(4-nodes) are used and the radius of each sphere added on the finite elements is 0.125.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Remarks
The main goal of this thesis was to improve a computational scheme, namely the method of
finite spheres, and develop a coupling scheme and enriching scheme which enable to use fi-
nite elements and finite spheres simultaneously. In the method of finite spheres, the domain
is discretized with spheres which have nodes and radii without a mesh. The approximation
functions are compactly supported and this results into banded stiffness matrices. The fact
that no mesh is used may reduce numerical calculation cost and time in analyzing a variety
of problems which require re-meshing at each step.
In this thesis, we concentrate on the improvement of efficiency of the method of finite
spheres. The method of finite spheres eliminates mesh generation, but a more compli-
cated numerical integration is needed in each sphere domain. Computational efficiency
was pursued by the appropriate choice of effective approximation functions, incorporation
of boundary conditions and numerical integration schemes [18]. However, to compete with
the traditional finite element methods, the method of finite spheres should still be equipped
with more efficient numerical integration schemes.
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For this numerical integration issue, our approach has two aspects. One is the transfor-
mation of the original integral equations into more efficient expressions. Since we consider
two-dimensional problems, we need to evaluate surface integrations for each spheres. Us-
ing the compact supportness and applying the divergence theorem, it is possible to reduce
the dimensions of the integrations for most terms. This improvement significantly elim-
inates unnecessary numerical cost and numerical error. For the numerical scheme, we
propose an adaptive composite rule. Considering the local basis and the characteristic of
the approximation functions, an optimization of integration is achieved.
For the more general application of the method of finite spheres, we developed an auto-
sphere generation scheme. Our program can directly import the data file of the commercial
FEM package (ADINA) without any modification and our scheme detects the boundary of
the domain. We classify the kinds of finite spheres into inner spheres, contact spheres and
boundary spheres, and our scheme generates spheres to cover the entire analysis domain.
We propose a new coupling scheme which enables to use the traditional finite element
and finite spheres at the same time on the domain. Our scheme is different from other
existing schemes; and our scheme satisfies the partition of unity. A tension and bending
test is implemented and the convergence of strain energy is verified.
We also propose an enriching scheme by finite spheres on finite element discretiza-
tions. For practical purpose, we use 4-node finite elements and add spheres. The enriching
scheme is effective to simulate local behavior and is very adaptable since we can add or
remove spheres on any local domain. We used the enriching scheme to solve stress con-
centration problems, namely a plate with a hole and plate with a crack. The results show
that the enriching scheme can be effective to analyze stress concentration phenomena.
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In this work, we worked on the solution of linear elasticity and static problems. Still the
numerical integration in the method of finite spheres is expensive when compared with the
traditional finite element method. However, further improvement in efficiency should be
possible and our meshless and coupling schemes have great potential to become effective
numerical solution techniques for many problems in mechanics.
The method of finite spheres, coupling scheme, and enriching scheme can be extended
to three-dimensional analysis. Our efficient integral transformation then reduces the vol-
ume integration into surface integration and the concept of auto-sphere generation is also
applicable to three-dimensional domains.
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Appendix A
Fundamentals of Functional Analysis
In this appendix we summarize some essential concepts of spaces, norms and functionals.
These terminologies and definitions are widely used for various areas in numerical methods
[36,37].
A.1 Vector spaces
Let X be a general vector space [37]. We have the essential property of a vector space that
any linear combination of elements of the space belongs to the same space.
Definition A.1.1 (Vector space) A norm on X is afunction
v E X - jvj E R+ (A.1)
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such that
|v H| = 0 :- v = 0, (A.2)
||AvH = |All~v| ,VA E R, (A.3)
||vw|| f1v < |+||w|| V(vw)EXxX. (A.4)
where R+ is a set of positive real numbers.
A.2 Hilbert space
Hilbert space is normed linear spaces, where word normed means that the space is equipped
with a certain norm. We can start with the definition of inner product [37].
Definition A.2.1 (Inner product) Let X be a complex linear space. An inner product on
X is a mapping that associates to each ordered pair of vectors, x, y a scalar denoted (x, y)
that satisfies the following:
(x + y, z) = (x, z) + (y, z)
(ax, y) = a(x, y)
(x,y) = (y, x)
(x, x) > 0, when x : 0
Additivity
Homogeneity
Symmetry
Positive Definiteness
where bar denotes the complex conjugate.
Definition A.2.2 (Inner product space) An inner product space is defined to be a linear
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(A.5)
(A.6)
(A.7)
(A.8)
space equipped with an inner product defined on the linear space X. for example, we can
define the norm on X,
I xI I = (X, x)12, (A.9)
By using the definition we can infer the Schwarz inequality as |(x, y)| < Ix|| Iy|| where
- I is defined in Equation (A.9). A Hilbert space is a linear space X with which we
associate an inner product (., .)x and this is a symmetric positive definite bilinear form,
which induces a norm, IIwIIx - (w, w)1/ 2 . A Hilbert space is a complete inner product
space, and also a special case of a Banach space Z, which is a normed linear space. The
completeness means that any Cauchy sequence converges to a member of X. Although
the Banach norm is not necessarily associated with a bilinear form, it must satisfy the
conditions of norms.
We may express the spaces H'(Q) to H" (Q) for any non-negative integer m. For
example, in 1 - D case, say Q = (0, 1), we have
H m (Q) {v fv2dx < oo, Vdx < oo, (d ) dx < oo (A.10)
which is equipped with inner product
rn 1 diw div(W, V)Hm () = d dx (A.1)0 dxj dx(
The Hilbert norm is
||a l lHm(Q) - : f dW2 dx 12(A. 12)
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A.3 Lebesgue spaces, LP(Q)
The Lebesgue spaces play a important role in the functional analysis. Lebesgue spaces,
LP(Q), p > 1 are not Hilbert spaces except in the special case p =
L2 (Q) = H0 (). The inner product is
(w, V)2(n) = j wvdQ.
and the norm is defined by
1/2
T VeL2() f y tvdQ)
The generalized form of the Lebesgue space LP is
LP(Q) = f v
2. When p = 2,
(A.13)
(A.14)
vfIPdQ < oo (A.15)
The norm is
I VILP(Q) = )1/p (A.16)
As p - 00, the norm picks up the largest value of v, so the relation can be rewritten as
(A.17)|VI Loo(Q) = supIV .
Theorem A.3.1 Let { f,} be a sequence in L, (Q), 1 < p < oc with the property that
lim
m,n-+oo n
|fm - f)'dt = 0. (A.18)
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Then there is a subsequence {f,, } and an f c Lp (Q) that satisfies f = lim f,, and
If - f,,,PdQ = 0
A.4 Sobolev spaces
For the simple case of Q = (0, 1) c R, the Sobolev space is defined as
W "M) ( ) = {d'vvj E LP(Q),dXj }
and the norm is
IWHIWmP(Q) =
j=O
I djw IPdx "/
It should be noted that W"4(Q) = H m (Q), and W0 'P(Q) = LP(Q).
A.5 Cm(Q) spaces
For the simple case of Q = (0, 1) E R,
{ dv dm vC"'G)= vv'dx''' dx"r = continuous in the domain Q
where m can be any integer. For example, C1 (Q) has continuous derivatives, but the sec-
ond derivatives are not continuous any more. Therefore, C"(Q) denotes the collection of
all functions defined on Q with the property that all partial derivatives up to order m are
continuous. Also C (Q) = (~oo> C"(Q).
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(A.19)
(A.20)
(A.21)
} (A.22)
Definition A.5.1 (Riesz Representation Theorem) Let H be a Hilbert space and let 1 be
a bounded linear functional on H. Then there is one and only one vector y C H such that
1(x) = (x, y), for all x E H (A.23)
The vector y is called the representation of 1.
Definition A.5.2 (Sesquilinear functional) A mapping q(x, y) : X x X -> C is said to
be sesquilinear functional if
q(x1 + x 2 , y) = q(xi, y) + q(X 2 , y) (A.24)
q(ax, y) = ceq(x, y) (A.25)
q(x, y1 + Y2) = q(x, Yi) + q(x, y2) (A.26)
q(x, ay) = q(x, y) (A.27)
Definition A.5.3 (Lax-Milgram Theorem) Let B[u, v] be a sesquiliner functional on a
Hilbert space H and assume that there are positive constants a and b such that
B[u,v] < a|lufl - flv|\ (A.28)
b|jul|2 < IB[u, v]| (A.29)
for all u, v in H. Let 1 be any bounded linear functional on H. Then there exist unique points
uO and vo in H such that
1(x) = B[x, vo] = B[uo, x] (A.30)
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A.6 Dual spaces
A linear form is a continuous linear real-valued function defined on X. We recall that a
linear real-valued function I is continuous if and only if there exists C such that
l(v) < CflvH, Vv E X (A.31)
Continuity is a direct consequence of Equation (A.3 1) since, due to the linearity, it implies
V(v,w) E X x X. (A.32)
The space of all linear forms on X is a vector space, called the dual space [37] of X and
denoted by X'. It is equipped with the norm
||lIx, I= sup 1(V)
vEXVO ||vI|
(A.33)
This definition implies
jlMI _j 1 jljX'jIVjj, Vv c X, (A.34)
and that |Il||x, is indeed the smallest constant C such that the Equation (A.31) holds.
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I1(V) - 1(W)I <_ CIIV - W11,
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Appendix B
Cubature rules
B.1 Midpoint rule
By subdividing the disk with concentric circles and radial lines, we have integration sub-
domain as shown in Figure B-1. The centroid of each annular segment can be obtained
as
= 01f0/2 f7 r2 drd8f~ ,2 rdrdO
1/3(r' - r3)
1/2(r2 - r2)
2 (r 2 + r2 r1 + r2) (B.1)
3 (r2 +r)
2 (j 2 Ar 2 + j(j - 1)Ar 2 + (j - 1) 2 Ar 2)
3 (jAr - Ar + jAr)
j2 - j + 1/3 Ar
j - 1/2
O6 = (i - 1/2)AO (B.2)
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Figure B-1: Midpoint rule integration.
wherer 1 = (j - 1)Ar,r 2  (jAr), j = 1, 2, ... ,n, Ar = RI/n,, and AO = 2.
The weighting coefficient corresponding to a segment is calculated as
Di (r2 - r 2)A
1 [j2 Ar2 
_ j \12Ar2 ]A
2 
-(B.3)
12I (2j - 1) AAr2
2
AOAr 2
B.2 Gauss integration on a segment
Gauss integration can be applied by transforming the original coordinate system (r, 9) to
natural coordinate system (s, t) via isoparametric formulation as illustrated in Figure B-2.
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Figure B-2: Gauss integration on a segment.
The center of local (s, t) coordinate system can be expressed as
1
rm = -(r 1 + r 2) (B.4)2
1
M = 1 (01 + 02). (B.5)
2
The isoparametric variables are
s 2 (r -rm) _ 2 ,_(B.6)
r2 ~~ r (2 - r)
(0_01 + 02)
2(0 - OM - 2- B7
02 ~~ 01 02 ~ 01
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The Jacobian matrix becomes
Or 00 r2 - r1 0
JI = OS Os = 2 _ (r2 - r) (02 - 01) .Or 09 0 2-01 4
Tt at 2
The original equation is transformed into isoparametric form as
02 
r2
01 ri
(B.8)
B(r, 9)CB(r, 9)drd9
(B.9)
B(s, t)CB(s, t)-1 (r2 - ri) (92+1 
+1
-1 -1
- 01) dsdt.
Therefore, the numerical integration is
B(r, 9)CB(r, 9)drd9
t) 1 (r 2 - ri) (92 - 01)4
:0 2 r 
2
0 1 r 1
NR No (B.10)
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